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Abstract
This study empirically analyzes the global patent landscape in stem cells, in order (1) to asses and
characterize the extent to which stem cell technologies are being patented and by whom, (2) to asses and
characterize the patent thicket problem alleged to be emerging in stem cells, and (3) to explore the
feasibility of creating an IP clearinghouse mechanism to increase the efficiency of identifying and
exchanging relevant IP rights over stem cell technologies—through licensing and targeted patent pooling.
Questions of access to essential research tools for stem cell R&D, which have particularly been brought to
light in the U.S. by two patents granted to the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF) over
embryonic stem cell lines, may be soon overshadowed by a more subtle but chronic problem: the emergence
of a patent thicket. Patenting activity in stem cells has been growing dramatically since the first of the
Wisconsin patents issued. Given the particular characteristics of stem cells as a broad enabling technology,
the field may be particularly susceptible to the emergence of a patent thicket, also known in property rights
theory as an “anti-commons”, which could work to slow the overall development of stem cell therapies.
An understanding of the main trends in stem cell patenting activity is essential for confirming where
patent proliferation is likely to be most problematic and how best to address problems it may cause. To
answer questions about the broad trends in stem cell patenting, a data set was constructed of 10,681
patent documents, including 3,711 U.S. patent applications and 1,724 patents granted by the USPTO,
plus 560 applications published and 421 patents granted by the EPO, and 4,265 applications processed
and published through the PCT.
Key observations on the composition and dynamics of stem cell patenting made from this collection:
•

Already a substantial number of patents have been granted within this field, which has yet to see
any real commercial applications.
o If future patenting rates follow current trends there will be a significant mass of IP
claims that potential commercial products will have to navigate through in the future.

•

Yet, patenting activity in stem cells may have already peaked somewhere between 2001 and
2003. Even after correction for the truncation of the data, application counts appear to be down
in the US, Europe, and at the PCT, and patent grants in the U.S. have been in decline since
2001.
o Only in Europe are the numbers of patent grants continuing to grow, albeit from a
considerably smaller base.

•

Ownership of stem cell patents is still quite fragmented across multiple organizations. No single
organization dominates, with the largest assignees accounting for no more than 3 percent of all
documents in the sample.
o Under such conditions of fragmentation the task of coordinating access to complex
enabling technologies could involve an intensive and costly coordination process.

•

Government and academic institutions account for a very large share of the patents in the field of
stem cells.
o There may be significant potential for sourcing the components necessary to build
complex enabling technology platforms from public sector and academic institutions.

•

The U.S. clearly dominates most aspects stem cell research, invention, and patenting. The top
public sector organizations by patent assignment are all in the U.S.
5.
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o Yet, Europe in particular is beginning to close the gap with the U.S., at least in terms
of numbers of granted patents.
o Nationality of invention and ownership will most likely even out over time.
•

The technical content of the patent landscape is highly complex. Stem cell lines and preparations,
stem cell culture methods, and growth factors seem to be the areas where the most intense
patenting activity has been recently. Dominant patents are also concentrated in these three areas.
o All three of these are areas were among those indicated to have high potential for IP
bottlenecks, in which component technologies are expected to exhibit high degrees of
interdependence while at the same time being widely used in the downstream innovation
of stem cell applications.

Based on discussion in the trade and academic literature and the results of this analysis, it can be
concluded that conditions are ripe for the formation of a patent thicket in stem cells R&D. Navigating
and negotiating freedom to operate within the field is likely to become increasingly difficult. Given the
difficulties of enacting patent law reform and the legacy effect of already granted patents on industry and
academia, we recommend looking to strategies to facilitate the redistribution or exchange of existing
property rights ex post.
In order to enhance market discovery in stem cell technologies and to complement market functions in key
areas where it may be most prone to fail, this study proposes what we call an “IP clearinghouse
mechanism” for the stem cell R&D community based on a coalition of research institutions actively
engaged in stem cell R&D. This proposal is based on the basic model being pursued by PIPRA, the
Public Intellectual Property Resource for Agriculture, a coalition of over 40 universities and institutes
seeking a more efficient exchange of patent rights over plant biotechnologies for “neglected” applications,
cases where the patent thicket seems to have resulted in at least modest market failures and ensuing
inefficiencies are affecting the rate and direction of agricultural innovation, impacting social welfare.
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Introduction
Following major advances in isolating mammalian, and particularly human, stem cells in
the 1980s and 1990s, the promise of stem cells to solve a wide range of health problems
has emerged as a major public health priority. At the same time, significant time and
effort has been spent debating the ethical and legal aspects of stem cell research,
particularly when embryonic stem cells are involved. These issues are, of course, closely
intertwined with the policies and politics of R&D funding by governments around the
world. In the U.S., the decision by George Bush in August 2001, allowing U.S. federal
dollars to be spent only on research using existing approved lines of embryonic stem cells
has been criticized as a major obstacle to the progress of research and to the
development of stem cell therapies in the U.S. Indeed, the rate of publication of scientific
articles in the U.S. has been considerably lower since 2001 when compared to the growth
of publication in other countries [1, 2]. Also since 2001, a number of new funding
programs have been developed at the state level in the U.S. (such as the California
Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM), a California state agency created by
California Proposition 71 to administer stem cell research grants within the state). Other
regional funding initiatives have been created elsewhere in the world, particularly in
Europe and Asia. It may be argued that these initiatives, in combination with private
capital, compensate for the restrictions placed on U.S. federal funding, but the research
environment is inevitably more uncertain given multiple smaller funding sources. The
multiplicity of funding sources also introduces uncertainties and difficulties for R&D
because of the more diffuse set of policies and actors weighing in on the ownership and
management of intellectual property [3].
Thus far, much of the debate over intellectual property, at least in the U.S., has focused
attention on a situation of two potentially blocking patents assigned in 1998 and 2001 to
the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF), which handles technology transfer
for the University of Wisconsin [4]. These patents are based on research done at the
University of Wisconsin but largely funded by a private firm, Geron, of Menlo Park,
California. The patents claim preparations of primate and human embryonic stem cells
[5, 6], giving broad rights to control the use of all embryonic stem cell lines in the U.S. to
WARF and its fully owned subsidiary WiCell, formed to handle the resulting stem cell
licensing business. Some argue that the licensing strategy employed by WiCell is serving
to restrict the advance of stem cell research [7, 8], while others have directly challenged
the validity of the patents [9, 10]. Equivalent patents have not been granted anywhere
outside of the U.S., yet researchers outside of the U.S. may still need to account for them
when planning collaborations with U.S.-based colleagues or when developing strategies
for product commercialization that include the U.S. market.
Yet, the acute problem brought to bear by these WARF patents in the U.S. may quickly
be overshadowing a more subtle yet more chronic problem. Patenting activity in stem
cells has been growing dramatically since well before the first Wisconsin patent issued [1].
Given the particular characteristics of stem cells as a broadly enabling technology, the
field may to be particularly susceptible to the emergence of a patent thicket, known in
property rights theory as an “anti-commons”, which could become a significant drag on
the development of stem cell therapies [11, 12]. In a patent thicket, the existence of many
overlapping patent claims begins to block the pathways to market and choke out
commercialization—both by causing uncertainty about freedom to operate and by
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imposing multiple transaction costs—such that even owners of dominant patents cannot
themselves be certain of reaching market unhindered.
In a best case scenario, a company that commercializes a stem cell based product would
need to negotiate and pay multiple royalties. In a worst case scenario, even after
conducting legal analysis and concluding a round of deals assumed to be sufficient to
establish freedom to operate, a company finds their product accused of infringing yet
other patents, inciting litigation or costly settlements. Most commonly, however, a patent
thicket merely causes innovation malaise, borne of unwillingness on the part of investors
to put money behind projects because of the uncertainty over whether a cost-viable path
to market can be found. Of course, the most valuable treatments always find their way to
market through licensing deals and/or settlements, and even through mergers or
acquisitions: when enough money is on the table, it drives deals to completion. Work on
projects with little or no foreseeable value is, of course, terminated for reasons other than
IP. Work on projects in the middle range of potential payoffs, between these two
extremes, that are most at risk of being sidelined because of IP concerns.
Some understanding of the stem cell patent landscape is needed in order (1) to confirm
and characterize the emerging patent thicket problem and (2) to inform what responses
might best alleviate it. Previous efforts to map stem cell patents have been initiated by
governments intent on evaluating the positions of their local region relative to global
activity [1, 13]. These shed some light on the proliferation of patents, but they do not
address the patent thicket problem directly. Likewise, law firms have been positioning
themselves as specialists in stem cell patent law by publishing their examinations of the
stem cell patent landscape along with some analysis of specific dominant patents,
including those owned by WARF [14-16].
In general, analyses of patent thicket problems and corresponding proposals to solve
them can be separated into two general approaches. The first approach seeks to alter,
reduce, or eliminate the granting of problematic property rights ex ante. The approach is
fundamentally policy-oriented, seeking changes in patent law—and particularly scope and
subject matter—or changes in administration and enforcement. In essence the approach
seeks to solve the problem of blocking patents by finding a more efficient demarcation
of the boundary between subject matter that can be protected and subject matter which
should be left in the public domain.
The second approach seeks a more efficient exchange, transaction, or redistribution of
granted property rights ex post. The approach is more market- or institution- oriented,
seeking ways that granted property rights can be reallocated or accessed so that the
technologies they cover may be put to use most efficiently, regardless of the initial grant
or scope of patent rights.
Proposals for the first approach, that seek to alter the granting of patent rights, are
important for the long term efficiency of the patent system. In the short to medium term,
however, there are at least two major drawbacks. First, changes in law require a critical
mass of political support. That is at best time consuming and difficult to achieve. Second,
the die has already been cast: the existing patent estate in the field of stem cells has
already been created under current law and practice. Academia and industry must
continue to operate under its legacy for the next two decades.
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Proposals that seek to change how existing patent rights are exchanged and put into
practice may be more feasible in the short to medium term, and in some cases may be a
more efficient solution in the long term. Examples include mechanisms that range from
compulsory licensing, to open source licensing, to patent pools and other forms of
collective action [17-21]. Such proposals do not depend upon the enactment of
legislation or the swaying of legal interpretation. Instead they depend upon the
construction of an institutional or legal mechanism that operates within the established
environment of existing property rights to achieve more efficient outcomes than could
be achieved under multiple rounds of one-on-one negotiations and one-off transactions.
In one specific example of such a proposal, authors affiliated with the law firm Sterne,
Kessler, Goldstein & Fox have published work identifying a number of blocking stem cell
patents and proposing the creation of an embryonic stem cell patent pool as a solution to
the growing patent thicket [14]. They suggest building the pool around a research
standard such as the culturing of cells in the absence of animal feeder cells. Yet, it may be
difficult in such an early-stage, complex, and quickly paced technology as stem cells to
identify a single technology analogous to an industry standard, the economic and legal
concept around which the familiar MPEG and DVD patent pools in consumer
electronics were built. Still, such ideas and efforts to identify and pool interdependent
patents merit serious consideration.
In this report, we explore the feasibility of creating an IP clearinghouse mechanism based
upon a coalition of universities, research institutions, and any interested companies that
are both patent owners and active researchers in the field of stem cells, those who have
the greatest vested interests in improved IP exchange. The coalition would begin with a
broad commitment to compile and share non-confidential information about the
availability for license of stem cell technologies in their respective portfolios. A
comprehensive compilation of such information would serve to facilitate market
discovery and reduce uncertainties about which technologies are available to be licensed
in order to achieve freedom to operate in the market. Careful analysis of which
technology platforms are most widely needed among the coalition partners and what IP
covers them, the clearinghouse could then seek to construct and administer patent pools
around those technology platforms. Mutual interests of coalition partners are most likely
to converge around those technology platforms that enable and advance basic research
or early stage technologies, while leaving the development of therapies for market and
other downstream applications to open competition.
A model of this type of IP clearinghouse mechanism, called the Public Intellectual
Property Resource for Agriculture (PIPRA), is already in formation in the field of plant
biotechnology, with almost 40 member institutions (including WARF, the University of
California, and several other universities also prominent in stem cell research) sharing
data on which patents in their agricultural portfolios are available for licensing and
developing patent pools for key enabling technology platforms drawn from the patent
holdings of the coalition members. The case study of PIPRA (detailed on pages 46 to 50)
provides some interesting and suggestive precedents. Its experiences may hold important
lessons for constructing an IP clearinghouse mechanism for stem cells.

Issues in stem cell patenting and licensing
An understanding of the current alignment of interests in stem cell funding, research,
patenting, and licensing is essential for knowing where and how an emerging patent
9.
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thicket or anti-commons is likely to become a binding constraint. To date, research
within many academic settings proceeds without paying heed to the patent environment,
but increasingly those in university research administration and technology transfer are
concerned with growing pressure that certain stem cell patents are putting on their
institutions, particularly when universities engage in commercially sponsored research
projects or look for opportunities to license out university inventions. Specific issues to
arise from the broad WARF patents may be indicative of future developments in the
field. In industry, access to intellectual property has been a concern for some time but at
the same time has often been overshadowed by even greater concerns about ethical and
regulatory constraints on the commercial viability of certain technologies and products
based on them [22]. The emerging shape of the complexity of the field holds important
implications about where bottlenecks are most likely to affect the rate and direction of
stem cell research, development, and commercial application.

Some academic research labs operate largely untouched by stem cell
patents
Following the time-tested norms of university research, many academics proceed with
little regard for patents. The case of Gary Anderson is not atypical. Anderson is a
distinguished professor and former chair of the Department of Animal Science at the
University of California, Davis [23]. In 1997 his lab became the first in the world to
isolate embryonic germ cells in pigs, resulting in publications that are among the few to
demonstrate in vivo development of chimeras of embryonic stem cells or embryonic germ
cells in a species other than mouse. Anderson is decidedly not concerned over intellectual
property, both in terms of its usefulness in commercializing his own laboratory’s research
and in terms of any threat it may pose to his laboratory’s freedom to operate within its
current lines of research.
At one point, Anderson was contacted by Alexion Pharmaceuticals, of Connecticut, with
an interest in his research, which led him to the university’s office of technology transfer
and resulted in a patent now held by the University of California [24]. However,
throughout the process he felt he had very little to do with the patenting and licensing.
The patent has, to his knowledge, not resulted in anything.
When asked about whether his lab has faced restrictions in conducting stem cell research
because of patents, Anderson states that so far, he has been able to proceed without
hindrance. Only on one instance did he receive a letter from a law firm asserting its
client’s rights to a technology he was allegedly using. When he consulted with the
university office of technology transfer, he was advised to continue with business as
usual until a second letter came. It never did.

Concerns raised about constraints on academic research
Since 2001, the debate in the U.S. has focused primarily on two issues which jointly have
raised concern about constraints on stem cell research within academia. First, the policy
laid out by Bush in 2001—allowing federally funded research only on embryonic stem
cell lines developed prior to his announcement—meant only 21 cell lines could be
studied with funds from the NIH. Second, the two broad U.S. patents assigned to
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WARF in 1998 and 2001, claiming preparations of primate and embryonic stem cells,
further restricted the possibilities of acquiring funding not only for research on federally
approved lines but for all other more recently developed lines as well.
Until January 2007, WARF required even academic institutions to sign an MOU
regulating research embryonic stem cells. The MOU allowed non-commercial research
free of charge but required that a separate, commercial license from WiCell be signed in
order to license or transfer any rights over technologies invented using any stem cell lines
covered by the MOU to any third party (except federal agencies). This was effectively a
reach-through mechanism, since it required a new agreement for licensing and
commercialization of any subsequent IPRs generated by non-federally-sponsored
research.
Most large universities were quite reluctant to sign this MOU for fundamental reasons.
While it allowed free non-commercial research use of stem cell lines, it imposed
restrictions on commercialization. It effectively left academic institutions in the U.S. with
two options: work with funding from the NIH only, on federally approved stem cell
lines, or work with funding from other sponsors with only limited ability to offer those
sponsors an option to license the resulting technology, a combination that is very rare.
The terms of the MOU restricted the choice of funding sources and effectively restricted
collaboration between industry and academic institutions.
WARF relaxed its licensing policy towards non-commercial research institutions in
January 2007, no longer requiring an MOU to be signed. While many still argue that the
commercial licenses are too costly to enable broad use of the technology in the private
sector, most agree that the constraints caused by the WARF patents within academia
have largely been alleviated.
In retrospect, the fact that WARF—representing the University of Wisconsin—required
other academic institutions to sign an MOU was considered by many to be an
extraordinary breach of the norms of technology transfer within the academic
community. It is an unwritten rule that academic institutions do not license technologies
to one other, but instead allow each other unfettered use of university-generated IP for
academic research purposes. One of the main concerns is, of course, that once initiated,
never ending negotiations would be needed to maintain ongoing research within
academia. Technology transfer offices at the universities would be ill equipped to
maintain academic freedom-to-operate if licensing between universities became
commonplace. The main consequence would be a restricted research environment.
Among those reacting strongly to this precedent was the heads of technology transfer at
the University of California, Stanford, and Yale who wrote a letter to WARF, asking that
WiCell reconsider the need for signed agreements between academic institutions, and
arguing that the precedent being set put the common interests of all academic institutions
at risk.
Others argue that the WARF patents never should have been issued in the first place,
primarily on the grounds that the technology that they cover would have been obvious to
someone skilled in the art. They are currently subject to a procedural challenge at the
USPTO [9, 10] who issued a preliminary ruling in April 2007, rejecting the patents. Some
lawyers say this is only to be expected given that the USPTO initially rejects patents in
90% of reexamination requests whereas ultimately only 12% are withdrawn with the rest
being either modified or entirely affirmed [25]. In the event USPTO rules against the
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WARF patents, WARF is expected to appeal the decision, in a process that is likely to
last for years. Meanwhile, the patents remain in force, exerting control over commercial
embryonic stem cell R&D in the U.S.

Constraints within industry could coalesce rapidly as products
approach market
The price charged for a commercial license to the WARF patents, while a significant
hurdle to some stem cell entrepreneurs, does not by itself constitute a patent thicket. By
most accounts, the preponderance of other patents in the field has not yet become a
determining factor constraining the rate or direction of R&D in the private sector at all.
Indeed, as long as there is little immediate commercial potential, everyone benefits from
more research being done. Thus, a more relaxed “non-assert” patent environment
persists, to some extent, both in the U.S. and in other major patent jurisdictions such as
Europe. This is not to say that the need for standard patent due diligence has been
abandoned by companies, but rather that it will be solved in due course. Ethical and
regulatory issues have posed more fundamental challenges to the viability of
commercializing stem cell therapies, perhaps even to the point of obscuring intellectual
property challenges [22].
Yet, as companies such as Geron and Advanced Cell Technology begin to approach
clinical trials of stem cell based therapies, the patent thicket might quickly become an
issue as patent owners begin to assert their rights and seek licensing royalties where they
had not been previously [26]. The prospect of real revenues may serve as a tipping point,
suddenly increasing the perceived density of the patent environment. Once a few high
profile cases are initiated, investors’ interest in stem cells would be dampened because of
the perceived intellectual property barriers. While companies with leading patent
positions, such as Geron, may continue to be able to effectively negotiate freedom to
operate based on the strength of their own portfolios and bring therapies to market, the
difference between several companies doing so and dozens or hundreds of companies
doing so may be at stake.

Around which stem cell technologies are inefficiencies of IP exchange
likely to be most problematic?
The WARF patents, claiming all primate and human embryonic stem cell lines, embody
one of the most restrictive possible claims over the field of stem cells, establishing
control at the very root of all possible lineages of cellular differentiation (See Figure 1.)
Given their importance, the WARF patents have naturally spurred a search for methods
to isolate alternative cells that are functionally equivalent to human embryonic stem cells
but which are not, by definition, embryonic. Whether or not alternative methods such as
parthenogenesis and blastomere biopsy are covered by the WARF patents depend on the
scope of the definition of the term “embryonic”, which is subject to dispute in the
scientific community [27]. Whether they also get around some of the ethical contentions
over the use of embryos is, of course, an additional important question.
Beyond this central starting point, however, the sheer complexity of the “tree” of cellular
differentiation—with numerous lineages emanating from the blastocyst stage of
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pluripotent stem cells and branching off to arrive at fully differentiated functional tissue
cells (See Figure 1). This complexity holds important IP implications according to Boo
Edgar, one of the founders of Cellartis, based in Goteborg, Sweden, and currently acting
Program Director of the Goteborg Bioscience Business School [28]. The strategy once
believed viable—of prompting or allowing stem cells to directly differentiate into specific
tissue cells—no longer appears feasible. Instead, it seems most reasonable that stem cells
will be sequentially treated with a number of different factors, proteins, hormones, and
small molecules and exposed to key culture conditions in order to be led step-wise
through the stages of differentiation—pluripotency, multipotency, oligopotency, and
unipotency—in a controlled manner. And in addition to the cell lines and methods of
inducing or controlling lineage specific differentiation, culture methods and conditions
necessary for maintaining pluripotency of cell lines will be essential common tools. Many
of these core processes will likely require a number of interdependent but separately
patented technologies. While much is still very uncertain about these processes, it is likely
that the technologies necessary to control the early stages of differentiation (represented
by the heavier arrows in Figure 1) as well as cell types of greater potency (represented by
the shaded regions in Figure 1) will not have many alternatives. These early stages are
likely to be main “thoroughfares” used by all who wish to differentiate totipotent or
pluripotent cells into any of the subsequent cell lineages down a differentiation pathway’s
particular branch.
When speaking about potential bottlenecks emerging in stem cell research in general,
Gary Anderson of UC Davis mentioned the fact that current methods and assays used
for confirming that a cell is indeed a “stem” cell are primitive and not very reliable [24].
He believes that the identification of cell surface markers is not sufficient when it comes
to identifying human stem cells and that these methods would have to be improved
before advanced therapeutic methods can be developed. Such improved assay
technologies or selection mechanisms, if they emerge, would also represent an important
research tool broadly enabling work with stem cells and possibly setting certain
standards.
In summary, at least five distinct types of stem cell technologies emerge as likely areas
where congestion and inefficiency may be caused by overlapping patent claims:
• Lines of embryonic and adult stem cells
• Culture conditions to maintain cell lines
• Factors to induce (at least the early phases of) cellular differentiation
• Genetic transformation and nuclear transfer methods for altering genetic
characteristics of stem cells
• Assays to determine potency or types of stem cells.
In each of these areas, component technologies are likely to exhibit high degrees of
interdependence while at the same time being widely used by stem cell investigators for
the innovation of down stream stem cell applications.
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Figure 1. ES cells can differentiate to form pluripotent embryoid bodies that contain elements of all
three embryonic germ layers—ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm—resembling or recapitulating
stages of early embryogenesis and adopting discrete lineages. By manipulating culture conditions these
can be directed into specific cell lineages. Protocols are currently available to generate a few specific
cell types—including neural, hematopoietic, cardiac, pancreatic β-cells, and hepatocytes. However, in
theory all cellular lineages could be created beginning from these general pathways. Furthermore,
several studies have suggested that lineage- or tissue-specific adult stem cells (such as mesenchymal or
hematopoietic stem cells) may be able to transdifferentiate into cell types in other lineages, even other
germ layers [29], or be able to regain pluripotency and plasticity, in essence by dedifferentiating
through nuclear reprogramming [30]. Figure by the authors based on various sources [31-37].
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Methods for collecting a comprehensive data set on stem cell
patenting
An understanding of the main trends in stem cell patenting activity is essential for
confirming where patent proliferation is likely to be most problematic. To answer
questions about the broad trends in stem cell patenting, a data set was constructed of
patent documents covering any and all uses, methods, or compositions involving
human or animal stem cells. The overall strategy for retrieving relevant patent
documents was based on two different approaches. The majority of the documents were
retrieved through a straightforward keyword query using Thomson Scientific’s DelphionTM
patent database, identifying USPTO, EPO and PCT documents—both patents and
applications—with the most relevant stem-cell related terms in their claims. In the
second approach, an advanced patent risk management and analysis tool, M-CAM
DOORSTM was used to add patent documents that for various reasons could not be
identified using just a keyword query. Techniques were applied to clean the data of
irrelevant documents. Finally, the datasets were merged together into one main collection
of US, EP, and WO stem cell patent documents.

Keyword Query
The initial aim was to retrieve as many patent documents as possible that claim
inventions using broadly accepted terms which are very similar to or substitutes for the
term “stem cell”. Collections from the USPTO, EPO, and PCT, including applications,
were queried for the occurrence of the following terms in the claims of the documents:
stem cell(s), totipotent cell(s), pluripotent cell(s), multipotent cell(s), progenitor
cell(s), precursor cell(s).
The keyword query resulted in a dataset of 10,852 documents. Given the search terms
used, this set includes most of the patent documents where the strategy of the
prosecuting patent attorney was to write them as broadly as possible, using generally
accepted terms, rather than using obscure terms or variants of language to hide the
existence of the patents.

Cleaning of the data
In order to efficiently clean the data set of those documents which were irrelevant to the
subject matter of “uses, methods, or compositions involving human or animal stem
cells” but had still contained one of the keywords in its claims, it was necessary to get an
overview of the technical content of the dataset. The documents were therefore sorted
by IPC (International Patent Classification) codes, allowing for a manual review of the
more uncommon and presumably less relevant IPC groups (See Figure 2). Samples of the
other more dominant IPC groups were systematically reviewed to ensure that they were
not introducing irrelevant documents. In all cases, Derwent titles and abstracts, and in
some cases claims were used to review the relevance of patents.
A number of nuanced decisions regarding whether certain technologies in fact
constituted the relevant subject matter, thus determining the scope of the dataset, had to
be made while reviewing the results of the queries. Technologies relating to the isolation,
enrichment, culturing, proliferation, differentiation and detection of stem cells were
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included in the dataset. Patents describing growth factors were included when their use
of stem cells was explicitly claimed. Cloning technologies were included although
product patents of transgenic cloned animals (typically mice) were not included unless
the patents contained broad methods claims for the cloning procedure, using stem cells.
Patents describing scaffolds, culture vessels, or other apparatuses were not included in
the dataset. Also, all patent documents describing plant related inventions have been
removed from the dataset.
Figure 2. All documents in the tail of the IPC distribution (dark bars) were
reviewed in the cleaning procedure.
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Approximately 10 percent of the dataset was reviewed and 4.2 percent (453 documents)
was subsequently removed, resulting in a keyword collection of 10,399 documents.

Advanced Queries
The M-CAM DOORS™ queries served the purpose of finding patents that were closely
related to stem cell research but did not use any of the terms described in the preceding
keyword query. They also allowed for the inclusion of highly relevant patent documents
written using language designed to avoid detection in keyword searches by competitors
or patent examiners. Three different tools within M-CAM DOORS™ were used.

Patent Cluster Query
The Keyhole tool of M-CAM DOORS™ identifies all the patents in an “innovation
space” determined by a set of core patents defined by the user. The patents that were
selected as input are cited in the trade literature as those dominating the embryonic stem
cell research and were thus expected to generate a relevant dataset [14-16]. The ten
patents are listed in Table 1.
Only documents from the USPTO, EPO, and PCT were retained, as these organizations
are believed to adequately represent the complete patent landscape. The keyhole query
resulted in a set of 1273 patent documents. All of the documents retrieved in this query
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were reviewed and cleaned using the topical criteria described above. The result of this
procedure was an addition of 232 relevant patent documents to the main collection (See
Figure 4).
Table 1. Ten embryonic stem cell patents used to seed the M-CAM DOORS™ Keyhole query
Title
In vitro propagation of embryonic stem cells
Pluripotential embryonic stem cells and
methods of making same
Pluripotential embryonic cells and methods of
making same
Primate embryonic stem cells
Human embryonic pluripotent germ cells
Primate embryonic stem cells
Human embryonic germ cell line and
methods of use
Differentiation of human embryonic germ
cells
Conditioned media for propagating human
pluripotent stem cells
Methods and materials for the growth of
primate-derived primordial stem cells in
feeder-free culture

Assignee
Zenyth
Corporation
Vanderbilt
University
Vanderbilt
University
WARF
Johns Hopkins
University
WARF
Johns Hopkins
University
Johns Hopkins
University
Geron
Corporation
Geron
Corporation

Patent No.
US5166065

Pub. date
1992-11-24

US5453357

1995-09-26

US5690926

1997-11-25

US5843780
US6090622

1998-12-01
2000-07-18

US6200806
US6245566

2001-03-13
2001-06-12

US6562619

2003-05-13

US6642048

2003-11-04

US6800480

2004-10-05

Neighboring Patent Queries
The Satellite tool of M-CAM DOORS™ uses algorithms to read the entirety of one
subject patent document, and retrieves patents with various degrees of claims overlap to
the technical concepts disclosed in the subject patent. It then separates the prior,
concurrent, and subsequent patent art groups and graphs them so that the user can easily
analyze a subject document in relation to the technology around it. This tool was used to
gather the surroundings of three important and highly cited patents.
Table 2. The three subject patents used as input in the Satellite query
Title
Human stem cells
Pluripotential embryonic stem cells and
methods of making same
Primate embryonic stem cells

Assignee
Johns Hopkins
University
Vanderbilt
University
WARF

Patent No.
US4714680

Pub. date
1987-12-22

US5453357

1995-09-26

US5843780

1998-12-01

The patent assigned to Johns Hopkins in 1987 (US4714680) was not included in the
Keyhole query since it has already expired but it was included here because it is highly
cited by subsequent patents in the field. For the subject patents from 1995 and 1998, all
identified patent documents were kept for review while for the 1987 patent only
subsequent patent art was kept. Figure 3 shows the graphical output for US5843780.
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The three Satellite queries resulted in a set of 2021 documents, including only USPTO,
EPO, and PCT documents. The documents which were not already present in either of
the prior queries were reviewed and irrelevant documents were removed. The result was
an addition of 42 documents to the main collection (See Figure 4).

Figure 3. The Satellite output for U.S. patent 5,843,780. The lower bar represents the timeline
along which patents are issued. The green central area represents identified concurrent art
issued during the period when the subject patent application was in process at the USPTO. The
purple area to the left represents prior art not cited by the subject patent but found by the MCAM search algorithms. The orange area to the right represents subsequent patents not citing
the subject patent but found by M-CAM. The smaller red and blue areas represent prior cited
and subsequent citing patents, respectively.

Other Concept-based Queries
Latent Semantic Filtering (LSF) of M-CAM DOORS™ is a text analyses engine which
uses a single word or short word combination as input in order to find patents with
similar concepts, even if differently expressed. This search tool enables the user to
identify patents purposely hidden from the examiner or researcher through the use of
synonymous words. The results from a number of queries using LSF can be compared
using a utility called Polaris, which enables the user to identify patents with overlapping
concepts identified by separate queries.
The LSF and Polaris tools were used to complement the original Dephion keyword
search. The same keywords (stem cells, totipotent cells, pluripotent cells, multipotent
cells, progenitor cells, precursor cells) were each seperately input to the LSF engine and
the results were compared using Polaris. The output from Polaris shows the number of
documents with one or more overlapping concepts (Table 3).
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Table 3. Statistics of the output from Polaris.
Number of overlapping
concepts
5
4
3
2
1

Documents
4
47
149
417
5310

A total of 630 patent documents with two or more overlapping concepts were retained.
Only the documents which were not in any of the prior queries needed to be reviewed
and due to large overlaps, the result was a total of 8 added documents to the main
collection (See Figure 4).
Figure 4. The rectangles represent the number of documents added to the main collection
following each query. The data was collected in sequence 1 to 4 and the picture shows a decline in
additional patents, indicating a convergence towards the “true” dataset of stem cell patents.

2) Keyhole query: 232
3) Satellite Query: 42
4) Polaris
Query: 8

1) Keyword Query: 10399

Table 4. Summary of consecutive queries

Query result:
Addition to the main collection:

Keyword
10852
10399
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Merging of query results
The resulting datasets from the different queries were merged into one main collection
consisting of 10,681 documents from the USPTO, EPO and WIPO (PCT). Figure 4
shows the additional documents contributed to the main collection by each query. The
decline in additional relevant documents per query is natural and indicates convergence
towards the “true” dataset containing all stem cell patents. Table 4 summarizes the result
from the queries in terms of the added documents, giving an idea of the overlap between
queries.
Still, the set of documents in the main collection cannot be considered complete in an
absolute sense: some documents with claims important to stem cell research are
inevitably missed by any search strategy. Neither can it be expected that all of the
documents within the set are highly relevant to stem cell research, false matches are
inevitably caught by any search strategy and cannot all be removed in the data cleaning
process. For our current purposes, however, the resulting main collection provides a
sufficiently thorough and accurate representation of the current state of stem cell
patenting as of the date the queries were ran.

Analysis of the stem cell patent landscape
Economy-wide stem cell patent data provides information indicative of technical,
economic, and geographic trends in stem cell R&D, analogous to the kind of information
a map provides about a regional landscape. Since only general technical terms—and
conceptual proximity to known key patents in the stem cell innovation space—were used
to construct the collection, and factors such as inventor, assignee, nationality, etc. were
not controlled for in any way, the resulting dataset can be considered representative of
the field as a whole and used to answer a series of questions about trends in stem cell
patenting. The rest of this section presents summaries of the data that investigate the
major trends.

The Main Collection - Breakout by Patent Office
The stem cell patent dataset contains 10,681 patent applications and patents published by
the USPTO, EPO, and PCT (Figure 5). The 1724 granted U.S. patents represent 16
percent of the collection’s documents. The U.S. has the largest set of granted patents
within the collection, and likely the largest set of stem cell patents granted by any
authority in the world.
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Figure 5. The main collection - breakout by patent office and document type.
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Stem Cell Patenting – Timeline
The annual number of patents forthcoming in a given field of technology is commonly
used to measure the growth of innovation in that field. In addition, major policy changes
or other influential events can often be evidenced in a timeline of patenting activity. The
growth of stem cells at the PCT, the USPTO, and the EPO is shown in Figure 6, by year
of publication for granted patents and by year of filing for applications.
USPTO applications show a sharp increase in 2001, which can be explained by the
USPTO harmonizing with the rest of the world and beginning to publish patent
applications within 18 months of filing on November 29, 2000.
In order to correct for the truncation of observed U.S. applications filed in 2004 and
2005, resulting from the delay of publication (18 months is standard, but deviations
occur, particularly in the US), an empirical distribution was constructed of the lag-time
between application dates and dates of publication in the window between November
29, 2000 and January 1, 2005. Using that empirical distribution, it was estimated that 55
percent of the applications from 2005 and 90 percent from 2004 were actually observed
at the time of collecting the data in July 2006. Corrections in Figure 6 (lighter shading)
show a recent plateau in annual applications at around 830 documents per year. Even
after similar estimates were used to correct for truncation in EPO and PCT publications,
a sharp decline in filings is still indicated at both authorities for the year 2005. The
magnitude of the downturn is likely an indication of incomplete data from these
authorities for 2005 and the measure in Figure 6 should thus be considered unreliable for
that year.
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Figure 6. Issued patents and filed applications at the PCT, USPTO and EPO for the years 19862005. Light bars indicate applications (Hatched bars indicate empirical estimates of the number
of applications not yet reported). Dark bars indicate issued patents.
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The time line of stem cell patent applications received by the PCT shows steady growth
from almost nothing in the late 1980s to a peak of almost 600 applications in 2004.
Patent applications in the U.S. followed a similar trend, peaking at almost 1,000 in 2003.
However, patent grants in the U.S. have been more modest: after growing rapidly
between 1995 and 1998 they leveled off below 200 per year, peaked in 2001 and have
declined steadily thereafter. In Europe, rates of both applications and grants have been
smaller, and they have grown more slowly and later.
Data on granted patent documents are not affected by publication delays and thus the
count of patents granted in 2005 should be accurate. In the U.S. only a small proportion
of filed applications are granted as patents. The decline in granted patents might be
explained by trend of the USPTO become more rigorous in examination, which has been
suggested by patent attorneys. In contrast there is a high ratio of grants to applications at
the EPO, which is difficult to explain. It should be noted that the absolute numbers of
document from the EPO are more than an order of magnitude smaller than the other
two offices, perhaps indicating the data is less reliable.
It appears that the most rapid growth was experienced around 2000, but has been
tempered in the recent years at all authorities. The cause of this apparent stagnation in
the young scientific discipline of stem cell research is uncertain. It is difficult to explain
this trend solely by the conservative federal funding policy announced by President Bush
in August 2001, due to the fact that federal funding of stem cell research was already
been limited by policies adopted under Clinton, well before the Bush announcement.
Whether IP access restrictions have already caused a reduction in research activities,
which in turn has influenced the number of new applications, remains an open question.
Another explanation would be that the intellectual property landscape is getting more
and more saturated, with the basic constellations of technologies becoming fully covered
with patents, and it simply being more difficult to establish novelty of new advances.

Where are the major anticipated markets for stem cell applications?
Which countries are the most attractive ones for filing stem cell patents when seeking
protection in multiple jurisdictions? This can indicate where the patent thicket may be
growing the most quickly and thus most likely to begin restricting research or the
development of commercial applications.
In order to get an overview of all markets it was necessary to expand the main collection
of 10,681 documents to a collection encompassing documents from all (available)
national patent offices. This was done by collecting data on patent family members for
each of the 10,681 records in the main collection and eliminating duplicates. This
resulted in an expanded patent family data set of 47,467 documents, which were then
categorized by issuing authority (Figure 7).
Not surprisingly, the main issuing authorities globally are the USPTO, PCT, and EPO.
There is, of course, some bias towards these authorities, due to the fact that this family
patent data set is derived from a collection based on their documents. However, it can be
argued that the vast majority of important stem cell patents will in fact have at least one
family member filed with one of these three offices. Thus, the bias should be minimal
and the expanded set containing all family members should provide a representative
global overview. The data can be expected to indicate in which markets the owners of the most
dominating IP consider it to be most important to protect their technology.
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Figure 7. The main collection was expanded to include corresponding patent family members
filed in all countries. The figure shows the distribution of documents worldwide by issuing
authority.
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It is noteworthy that the Australian and Canadian markets have higher document counts
than Japan and Germany. Israel also stands out as a relatively small market with a large
share of the documents, the tenth most utilized patent office for stem cell research in the
world.

Where are the major funding sources of stem cell R&D?
The organization that takes assignment to a patent is likely the organization that funded
the research that led to the invention. In the case where universities take assignment, the
work was very likely funded by a government agency or company from the same country.
Assignee country data from PCT documents and U.S. granted patents in the main
collection were analyzed. EPO data were not included due to insufficient assignee
country information in the records. These data do not represent current ownership:
reassignment and sale of patents as well as mergers and acquisitions of assignees would
need to be taken into account. These data represent ownership at the time of grant or
application, and thereby likely better reflect the nationality of the funding source.
Both sets are heavily dominated by assignees originating in the U.S. The PCT data
provides less bias toward American assignees and allows for a better overview of other
major assignee countries on a global market. However, since assignee was not designated
on 15 percent of the documents, the best estimate for each country’s assignment is an
additional 15 percent of the observed proportion. For example, the share to U.S.
assignees is more likely close to 66 percent, the observed 57 percent plus 9 percent (the
expected U.S. share from the 15 percent that are not designated).
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Figure 8. Distribution of documents by the first assignee listed on the patent or application. EPO
documents are not shown due to incomplete assignee country data.
Assignee countries - U.S. granted

Assignee countries - PCT

Great Britain, Canada, and Germany represent major ownership in both sets, while Japan
is interestingly absent from the top ten in the PCT dataset. Israel and Sweden have high
positions in the PCT dataset relative to the sizes of their populations.

Where does new knowledge in stem cells originate?
The country of residence of the inventors can be considered the geographic origin of
that knowledge. Inventors listed on PCT applications and U.S. granted patents were
used. EPO data on inventor country was insufficient and thus not used. This data, of
course, represents only knowledge that has resulted in a patent application. The
propensity of inventors to patent or to simply publish results varies by country. As such,
this data does not necessarily indicate which of the countries have a more extensive
academic research base in stem cells but those that have better developed biotechnology
industries taking up the technology.
The U.S. dominates invention followed by Canada, Germany, and Great Britain, with the
picture obviously very similar to that of assignment/funding. Japan, Australia, Israel,
France, Netherlands, and Sweden are second tier nations according to documents from
both offices. It should be mentioned that China is just outside of the top ten in both.
Again, because inventor country was not listed on 15 percent of the PCT documents, the
best estimate for each country’s contribution to inventions would be an additional 15
percent greater than that observed. For example, the share of U.S. inventors on PCT
documents is more likely close to 61 percent, the observed 53 percent plus 8 percent (the
expected U.S. share from the 15 percent that are not designated).
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Figure 9. Distribution of documents by first inventor country listed on the application or patent.
EPO documents are not shown due to incomplete inventor data.
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Comparison between markets, funding, and the origins of knowledge
Comparison between issuing country data, assignee country data, and inventor country
provides an interesting view of global activity in stem cell research and patenting (Figure
10). Data for inventor country and assignee country was taken from the U.S. granted
patents and issuing country data was taken from the expanded set including all family
members.
The data shows that the U.S., Europe and Israel have a high share of inventors and
assignees relative to the share of documents their patent offices have issued: in other
words they are net exporters of stem cell knowledge. In fact, U.S. inventor and assignee
shares are likely under represented here because of the lack of designated inventors or
assignees on 15 percent of PCT filings (corrected estimates are 61 percent and 66
percent, respectively), putting the U.S. into a category by itself as net innovator and
exporter in stem cell technologies. Other regions have a much lower share of inventors
and assignees relative to issued documents, indicating that they are net importers.
Although the difference is small, it should be noted that Europe has a higher share of
inventors relative to assignees in comparison to the U.S. With all else being equal, this
indicates a net export of knowledge from European inventors to U.S. based assignees.
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Figure 10. Comparison between inventor country and assignee country data from PCT
applications in the main collection, and issuing country data in the patent family set. Shares of all
documents in the respective datasets are shown.
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What is the structure of ownership of stem cell patents?
The interrelated questions of how concentrated ownership is and how it is distributed
between public and private sector entities can be crucial in determining how readily
intellectual property can be accessed. Depending upon conditions, one possibility that
may be explored is collective action by public sector institutions to coordinate IP over
platform technologies. The potential benefits of public sector collaboration increase with
the size of the public sector’s share of total ownership. The more fragmented ownership
is, the more likely it is that necessary component technologies are spread out and greater
would be the savings in terms of transaction costs foregone if technology platforms are
assembled.

Public vs. private sector ownership
In order to answer these questions, an analysis of the designated assignees in the main
collection was made. The name of each assignee in the main collection was corrected for
variations and mistakes in spelling. These were then categorized as (1) individuals, (2)
public sector organizations, or (3) private sector organizations. The public sector includes
governments, academic institutions, non-profit research institutes, and holding
companies or technology transfer companies affiliated with such organizations.
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Figure 11. Distribution of public sector vs. private sector ownership of U.S. granted stem cell
patents.
US Granted Patents
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Figure 12. Distribution of public sector vs. private sector ownership of all U.S. patents granted
between 1990 and 2003.
US Granted Patents - All Technologies

Public Sector, 3%

Private Sector, 97%

The share of U.S. patents assigned to public sector (including academic) institutions is 44
percent, versus 48 percent to private companies and individuals, as can be seen in Figure
11. The distribution of PCT applications is very similar. Among European patents and
applications the public sector share is lower, at 30 percent, and the private sector share is
higher, at 70 percent. For sake of comparison, the general baseline distribution of all U.S.
patents in all fields of technology filed between 1990 and 2003 was about 3 percent to
public sector (government and academic) assignees and 97 percent to private sector
(company and individual) assignees, as calculated from summary statistics from the
USPTO (Figure 12).
Comparing against all issued U.S. patents, where the share owned by public sector
institutions is approximately 3 percent, it is clear that the share of stem cell technologies
owned by public sector institutions, at 44 percent, is exceptionally large. It is less
surprising considering that it is still an early stage technology and that medical research is
a particular priority of publicly funded research. Other fields with these characteristics
also tend to exhibit a high share of public sector ownership.
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Concentration/fragmentation of ownership
The top 60 private organizations in terms of ownership were examined to account for
mergers, acquisitions, and other events which would involve the transfer of IP, and
assignment designations were updated accordingly. The twelve largest global
pharmaceutical companies were also examined in the same way to account for
acquisitions of biotech companies with stem cell patents. Even though this tracking of
ownership changes was not made for all private assignees in the data set, the top 50
public and private organizations list (Table 5) is likely to be fairly representative, given
that the share owned by these organizations is 44 percent of all documents. The top 50
organizations in terms of U.S. patent ownership in stem cells are listed in Table 6 below.
Figure 13 is a more detailed view of the same U.S. granted patents shown in Figure 11.
The top eight public and private organizations are listed, with Amgen and the University
of California leading in their respective categories. Research at Harvard is also carried out
at the affiliated Massachusetts General Hospital, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center,
and Children’s Medical Center in Boston which are each listed separately. Collectively,
the Harvard medical institutions have a larger portfolio than U.C. The 1.4 percent owned
by the U.S. government consists mainly of patents filed by the NIH.
Thus, ownership of stem cell technologies is quite fragmented, among both public
institutions and private companies. In other life science industries it is not uncommon to
see significant concentration among the large players in industry. For example, in
agricultural biotechnology Monsanto has the largest single portfolio, with 14 percent of
all patents in the industry [38]. By comparison, the field of stem cell industry is much less
consolidated. The top eight companies together own just 13 percent of U.S. granted stem
cell patents. Interestingly the top eight public institutions likewise own 13 percent. It is
also noteworthy that four of these are located in California.
When looking at private sector ownership, the strong showing of large biotech and
pharmaceutical companies may be surprising. Amgen, Novartis, Pfizer and
GlaxoSmithKline, all in the top six, are rarely mentioned as prominent players in stem
cell research by market analysts. Instead, it is the smaller companies with a specific focus
on stem cells, such as Geron, that are more frequently described. It is likely that these
larger companies are in fact not putting major effort into stem cells, but they have
nevertheless accumulated significant stem cell positions in their patent portfolios through
mergers and acquisitions. Two such acquisitions deserve mention. In 1997, Novartis
acquired Systemix, a company specializing in transplant of bone marrow stem cells. Just
three years later the company was closed down by Novartis as the therapies did not pass
clinical trials. The IP portfolio of Systemix is assumed to still be controlled by Novartis.
Amgen’s acquisition of Immunex in 2002 has had a large impact on the company’s share
of stem cell IP. Immunex was a large biotech company with a successful drug for
rheumatoid arthritis and did not have a specific stem cell focus.
The Baltimore based company Osiris Therapeutics, owning 1.8 percent of U.S. granted
stem cell patents, is specializing in cell therapies using adult stem cells. The company has
three adult stem cell formulations currently in clinical trials for the treatment of Crohns
disease, repair of damaged heart tissue and arthritis. Osiris’ technology is based on the
work done by Arnold Caplan at the Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio.
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Stryker Corporation with 1.3 percent of U.S. stem cell patents is one of the world’s
largest medical device companies with a main focus on the orthopedic market. The
company holdings in stem cell IP are mainly found in the biotech division which is
developing products for regenerative bone repair.
Geron’s portfolio is only the seventh largest in the private sector but it is arguably the
most dominant and valuable, especially for embryonic stem cell applications. In addition
to the technologies developed in-house, the company also has an exclusive license to use
the WARF patents covering primate embryonic stem cells, to develop three major cell
types for treatments; neural cells (Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s), cardiomyocytes (heart
disease), and pancreatic islet cells (diabetes).

Figure 13. Distribution of public vs. private ownership of U.S. granted patents. The top eight
organizations in each category are named and their share of total ownership is shown.
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Table 5. The top 50 organizations owning U.S. granted stem cell patents. Public organizations
are indicated in bold. Companies that have joined portfolios with the listed companies through
mergers and acquisitions are shown in parenthesis.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Organization

Location

Amgen (Immunex, Abgenix, Tularik)
Novartis (Systemix, Neurospheres, Chiron)
University of California
University of Michigan
Osiris Therapeutics
University of Southern California
Johns Hopkins University
U.S. Government (NIH)
The General Hospital Corporation
Pfizer (GD Searle, Pharmacia UpJohn)
Stryker Corporation
California Institute of Technology
GlaxoSmithKline (Coulter Pharma, Corixa)
Stanford University
University of Minnesota
Baylor College of Medicine
Geron Corporation
Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation
Deltagen
Genentech
Osteotech
University of Texas
Case Western Reserve University
Columbia University
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
University of Pittsburgh
Harvard University
Human Genome Sciences
Infigen
Ontario Cancer Institute
StemCells (Cytotherapeutics)
Thomas Jefferson University
University of Massachusetts
Wyeth (Genetics Institute)
Becton, Dickinson and Company
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
Children's Medical Center Corporation
National Jewish Center
Princeton University
Stem Cell Technologies
University of Edinburgh
University of Washington
Advanced Tissue Sciences
Baxter International (Cellpro)
Cedars Sinai Medical Center
Cell Genesys
Cornell Research Foundation
Curis (Creative Biomolecules)
Other
Total

Thousand Oaks, CA
Basel, Switzerland
Oakland, CA
Ann Arbor, MI
Baltimore, MD
Los Angeles, CA
Baltimore, MD
Bethesda, MD
Boston, MA
New York, NY
Kalamazoo, MI
Pasadena, CA
Brentford, UK
Palo Alto, CA
Minneapolis, MN
Houston, TX
Menlo Park, CA
New York, NY
Cambridge, MA
Madison, WI
San Carlos, CA
San Francisco, CA
Eatontown, NJ
Austin, TX
Cleveland, Ohio
New York, NY
Seattle, WA
Pittsburgh, PA
Cambridge, MA
Rockville, MD
DeForest, WI
Toronto, Canada
Palo Alto, CA
Philadelphia, PA
Amherst, MA
Madison, NJ
Franklin Lakes, NJ
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Denver, CO
Princeton, NJ
Vancouver, Canada
Edinburgh, UK
Seattle, WA
La Jolla, CA
Deerfield, IL
Los Angeles, CA
San Francisco, CA
Ithaca, NY
Cambridge, MA
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51
47
46
37
32
28
26
25
24
23
22
20
18
18
14
13
13
13
12
12
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
968
1724

3.0%
2.7%
2.7%
2.1%
1.9%
1.6%
1.5%
1.5%
1.4%
1.3%
1.3%
1.2%
1.0%
1.0%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.7%
0.7%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
56.1%
100.0%
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What is the technical content of the patent landscape?
The main collection’s 10,681 documents, as implied by the search strategies detailed in
the previous section, are all related to stem cells. There are of course many subsets of
technologies that fall within this broad functional definition. A preliminary categorization
of the patent documents in the collection can enable us to see major topographic feature
of stem cell research. More detailed analysis of specific technological trajectories within
the collection could be used to reveal which organizations tend to dominate in the
development of different key technologies.

Technology distribution by frequency of “inventive step” IPC codes
Under the new IPC-R system introduced in January 2006, IPC codes are listed on patents
indicating in which technology the main inventive step claimed by the patent occurs. The
listed “inventive step” IPC codes from the main stem cell collection were counted and
listed. Figure 14 and table 6 together summarize the primary “inventive step” IPC
categories of stem cells.
Although the IPC classification system provides considerable insight to which
technologies are most frequently patented, it has to be remembered that there are no
single category containing all stem cell technologies. Regenerative medicine is a very
broad scientific discipline, which is why we see a distribution of patent documents over a
broad range of IPC codes. However, three areas within stem cell technologies emerge as
the most widely patented according to the inventive step IPC distribution. Patents
covering stem cell preparations and culture media (C12N 5), polypeptides and growth factors affecting
stem cells (C07K 14) and genetic engineering technologies for stem cells (C12N 15), account for half
of the inventive step IPC codes listed on documents.
More detailed examination of the distribution of technical subgroups at the eight-digit
IPC code level (see Appendix 1) provides additional insights. For example, a significant
group of patents are classified as covering new breeds of vertebrate animals (A01K
67/27), likely as a result of cloning technologies or genetic modification. A broad range
of “medicinal preparations” are indicated across a number of the A61K subclasses. The
most dominant subclasses are growth factors and regulators including cytokines,
lymphokines, interferons, interleukins as well as hormones and enzymes (A61K 38/**,
also found in C07K 14/**). Among medicinal preparations of undetermined
constitution, the largest subgroups include those affecting blood (A61K 35/14), marrow
and spleen (A61K 35/28), and nerves (A61K 35/30). Medicinal preparations containing
antigens and antibodies also stand out (A61K 39/**), and under the C07K classes
covering peptides, the subclasses for receptors and cell surface antigens and determinants
are most significant (C07K 14/705). In the classes for monoclonal or polyclonal
antibodies, those targeting receptors and cell surface antigens and determinants are
similarly dominant (C07K 16/28). Medicinal preparations consisting of DNA inserted in
to the genome, such as for gene therapy, stands out (A61K 48/00). Within the classes for
genetic engineering (C12N 15/**), the largest subclasses are those covering vectors or
expression systems (C12N 15/85), retroviral vectors (C12N 15/867), as well as the
subclass designated for “other processes” of introducing foreign genetic material (C12N
15/87). Perhaps not surprisingly, the single largest eight-digit subclass, with 3,587
documents, is C12N 5/06, “Animal cells or tissues”. An interesting observation is the
clear distinction between cell types: with only 968 documents in C12N 5/08, “Human
cells or tissues”. This indicates that only about 20 percent of patents describing stem cell
preparations refer specifically to human cells.
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Figure 14. Main groups of inventive step International Patent Class (IPC) codes in the main stem
cell patent collection. Sum of totals exceed the number of documents in the main collection, as
several codes can be listed on each document. A detailed breakout of categories can be seen in the
Appendix.
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Table 6. Main groups of inventive step IPC codes in the main stem cell patent collection,
including category title and short summary of technical content.
Inventive
step IPC
A01K 67/

Count

A61F 2/

542

A61K 31/

2024

A61K 35/

1459

A61K 38/

2669

A61K 39/

676

A61K 48/

639

A61L 27/

2508

Medicinal preparations containing antigens or
antibodies
Medicinal preparations containing genetic material
which is inserted into cells of the living body to
treat genetic diseases; Gene therapy
Materials for prostheses or for coating prostheses

C07K 14/

6166

Peptides having more than 20 amino acids

C07K 16/

1769

C12N 5/

5574

C12N 9/

799

C12N 15/

4182

C12Q 1/

965

G01N 33/

1655

Immunoglobulins, e.g. monoclonal or polyclonal
antibodies
Undifferentiated human, animal or plant cells, e.g.
cell lines; Tissues; Cultivation or maintenance
thereof; Culture media
Enzymes, e.g. ligases; Proenzymes; Compositions
thereof
Mutation or genetic engineering; DNA or RNA
concerning genetic engineering, vectors, their
isolation, preparation or purification
Measuring or testing processes involving enzymes
or micro-organisms
Investigating or analysing materials by specific
methods not covered by previous groups

878

Category title from IPC 8 (Jan. 2006)

Summary of content

Rearing or breeding animals, not otherwise
provided for; New breeds of animals
Filters implantable into blood vessels; Prostheses,
i.e. artificial substitutes or replacements for parts of
the body
Medicinal preparations containing organic active
ingredients
Medicinal preparations containing material or
reaction products thereof with undetermined
constitution
Medicinal preparations containing peptides

Cloning technologies
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Tissue engineering technologies
Therapeutic organic active substances affecting
stem cells
Therapeutic stem cell or differentiated cell
preparations
Therapeutic peptides and growth factors
affecting stem cells
Therapeutic antibodies and antigens affecting
stem cells
Gene therapy technologies, artificial
chromosomes
Biomaterial coatings (e.g. cells) and tissue
engineering scaffolds for use with stem cells
Polypeptides and growth factors affecting stem
cells
antibodies (e.g. monoclonal) affecting stem
cells
Stem cell preparations and culture media
Enzymes affecting stem cells
Genetic engineering technologies for stem cells
Analysis and diagnostic technologies relating to
stem cells
Analysis and diagnostic technologies relating to
stem cells
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Table 7. Dominant stem cell patents: Stem cell patents published from 1992 onwards with a high
number of references from other patents in the main collection or referenced as important for stem cell
R&D by other authors in the literature. Total counts of references from all U.S. patents are also
included. Patents are listed by assignee name in alphabetical order.
Title

Medium for long-term proliferation
and development of cells
In vitro propagation of embryonic
stem cells
Isolation and preservation of fetal
and neonatal hematopoietic stem and
progenitor cells of the blood and
methods of therapeutic use
Transgenic swine compositions and
methods
Immoralized neural crest stem cells
and methods of making
Mammalian neural crest stem cells
Method for treating connective tissue
disorders
Method for enhancing the
implantation and differentiation of
marrow-derived mesenchymal cells
Transduced mesenchymal stem cells
Methods and device for culturing
human hematopoietic cells and their
precursors
Methods for selectively expanding
stem cells
Isolation propagation and directed
differentiation of stem cells from
embryonic and adult central nervous
system of mammals
Osteogenic devices
Human CNS neural stem cells
Methods and materials for the
growth of primate-derived primordial
stem cells in feeder-free culture
Conditioned media for propagating
human pluripotent stem cells
Methods for providing differentiated
stem cells
Hepatocyte lineage cells derived
from pluripotent stem cells
Expansion of human hematopoietic
progenitor cells in a liquid medium
Method for improving autologous
transplantation
Differentiation of human embryonic
germ cells
Human embryonic germ cell line and
methods of use
Human embryonic pluripotent germ
cells
Embryonic cell populations and
methods to isolate such populations
In vitro growth and proliferation of
multipotent neural stem cells and
their progeny

Assignee (and likely
current owner based
on mergers and
acquisitions or other
industryinformation)

Patent No.

Amgen

US5405772

Amrad (Zenyth
Corporation)
Biocyte Corporation

Ref’s by
all U.S.
patents

Ref’s by
main
collection

4/11/1995

32

25

US5166065

11/24/1992

40

26

US5192553

3/9/1993

77

27

US5523226

6/4/1996

33

29

US5672499

9/30/1997

20

20

US5589376

12/31/1996

29

28

US5226914

7/13/1993

66

42

US5197985

3/30/1993

59

26

US5591625

1/7/1997

23

21

Cellpro (Baxter)

US5635387

6/3/1997

35

17

Cellpro (Baxter)

WO9308268A1

4/29/1993

0

13

CNS Stem Cell
Technology

US5753506

5/19/1998

48

43

US5108753

4/28/1992

80

18

US5968829

10/19/1999

18

16

Geron Corporation

US6800480

10/5/2004

0

0

x

Geron Corporation

US6642048

11/4/2003

0

0

x

Geron Corporation

US6576464

6/10/2003

0

0

x

Geron Corporation

US6458589

10/1/2002

1

0

x

Hoffman, Ronald and
Brandt, John

US5409825

4/25/1995

16

12

Immunex (Amgen)

US5199942

4/6/1993

72

54

US6562619

5/13/2003

0

0

x

US6245566

6/12/2001

4

4

x

US6090622

7/18/2000

7

7

x

US5914268

6/22/1999

11

0

x

US5851832

12/22/1998

43

31

Biotechnology R&D
Corp. and University of
Illinois
California Institute of
Technology
California Institute of
Technology
Caplan, Arnold and
others (Osiris
Therapeutics)
Caplan, Arnold and
others (Osiris
Therapeutics)
Case Western Reserve
University

Creative BioMolecules
(Curis)
Cytotherapeutics
(StemCell)

Johns Hopkins
University
Johns Hopkins
University
Johns Hopkins
University
National Jewish Center
for Immunology &
Respiratory Medicine
Neurospheres (Novartis)
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Ref
in
lit*

x
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In vitro growth and proliferation of
genetically modified multipotent
neural stem cells and their progeny
Biological factors and neural stem
cells
Remyelination using neural stem
cells
Stimulation, production and culturing
of hematopoietic progenitor cells by
fibroblast growth factors
T-lymphocyte progenitor cell assay
Human mesenchymal stem cells
Method of isolating a lineage
specific stem cell in vitro
Unactivated oocytes as cytoplast
recipients for nuclear transfer
Quiescent cell populations for
nuclear transfer in the production of
non-human mammals and nonhuman mammalian embryos
Proliferated neuron progenitor cell
product and process
Engraftable human neural stem cells
Embryonic stem cell-like cells
Methods and compositions for the ex
vivo replication of human
hematopoietic stem cells
Methods for the ex vivo replication
of human stem cells and/or
expansion of human progenitor cells
Method for the ex vivo replication of
stem cells, for the optimization of
hematopoietic progenitor cell
cultures, and for increasing the
metabolism, GM-CSF secretion
and/or IL-6 secretion of human
stromal cells
Methods and compositions for the
optimization of human hematopoietic
progenitor cell cultures
Method for culturing and
transforming human stem cellcontaining compositions
Isolated mammalian neural stem
cells
Neuroepithelial stem cells and glialrestricted intermediate precursors
Positive-negative selection methods
and vectors
Pluripotential embryonic cells and
methods of making same
Pluripotential embryonic stem cells
and methods of making same
Pluripotential embryonic stem cells
and methods of making same
Novel growth factor responsive
progenitor cells which can be
proliferated in vitro
Homogeneous mammalian
hematopoietic stem cell composition
Primate embryonic stem cells
Primate embryonic stem cells
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Neurospheres (Novartis)

US5750376

5/12/1998

51

37

Neurospheres (Novartis)

WO9410292A1

5/11/1994

0

19

Neurospheres (Novartis)

WO9409119A1

4/28/1994

0

15

US5612211

3/18/1997

23

16

US5147784

9/15/1992

21

13

Osiris Therapeutics

US5486359

1/23/1996

68

48

Plurion

US5639618

6/17/1997

17

16

Roslin Institute

WO9707668A1

3/6/1997

0

12

x

Roslin Institute (Geron
Corporation)

US6147276

11/14/2000

10

4

x

Somatix Therapy Corp.

US5411883

5/2/1995

41

33

US6680198

1/20/2004

0

0

WO9510599A1

4/20/1995

0

13

University of Michigan

US5670351

9/23/1997

17

15

University of Michigan

US5646043

7/8/1997

29

13

University of Michigan

US5437994

8/1/1995

29

22

University of Michigan

US5399493

3/21/1995

37

34

University of Michigan

WO9211355A1

7/9/1992

0

17

US6638763

10/28/2003

0

0

x

US7037720

5/2/2006

0

0

x

US5464764

11/7/1995

62

14

Vanderbilt University

US5690926

11/25/1997

21

20

x

Vanderbilt University

US5453357

9/26/1995

41

36

x

Vanderbilt University

US5670372

9/23/1997

20

19

WO9301275A1

1/21/1993

0

35

US5087570

2/11/1992

57

51

US6200806

3/13/2001

17

16

x

US5843780

12/1/1998

31

29

x

New York University
and Sloan-Kettering
Institute
Novartis

The Children's Medical
Center Corporation
University of
Melbourne

University of Tennessee
Research Foundation
University of Utah
Reseach Foundation
University of Utah
Research Foundation

Weiss, Samuel and
Reynolds, Brent
(Novartis or Stem Cell
Therapeutics)
Weissman, Irving and
others (Novartis or Stem
Cells)
Wisconsin Alumni
Research Foundation
Wisconsin Alumni
Research Foundation

* A number of sources discuss dominant patents in the field of stem cells and regenerative medicine [4, 14,
16, 27, 39].
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Which are the most dominant patents in stem cell research?
A list of the top patents dominating stem cell technologies provides an indication of the
most significant blocks to commercialization (Table 7). It could also serve as rough
representation of the most important subsets of technology within the wider field of
stem cell research.
One measure of the importance or dominance of a patent is the number of “forward
references” that have accumulated, citations made by other patents to that patent. This
method was modified slightly to take into account the importance of a patents according
to citations received just from other stem cell patents. In other words, this analysis asks
which stem cell patents are most frequently cited as prior art by other stem cell patents.
The number of references by all patents was also noted. Patents that were issued before
1992 were not included, since they have a relatively short time until expiration and are
unlikely to affect the commercialization opportunities of future stem cell therapies.
Uncorrected, the resulting list of 40 patents is somewhat biased toward older documents
since they have had more time to accumulate references. It should nevertheless provide
insight to which patents have shaped the developing landscape.
This approach was complemented with the addition of patents discussed in the literature
as potentially important for stem cell research and development, some of which are
newer and thus not as highly cited by subsequent patents.
The list of dominant patents is an interesting sample of the full collection of patents and
it provides an opportunity to yet again assess the technical content of the patent
landscape. The majority of the listed patents can be described as covering stem cell
preparations or methods of culturing or inducing differentiation in stem cells, which reinforces
the findings from the analysis of the technical content using IPC codes. However, it
should be noted that genetic engineering technologies are not as frequently identified among the
most dominant patents as they were in the IPC code analysis.

Summary and discussion of the stem cell patent landscape
This patent landscape was constructed and analyzed in order to answer a series of
questions relating to possible causes and cures of an IP thicket in stem cell R&D.
It is clear that already a substantial number of patents have been granted in this relatively
young field, one which has yet to see any major commercial applications. There is still a
long way to go in R&D, and if future patenting rates follow current trends there will be a
significant number of additional legal obstacles for potential commercial products to
navigate in the future. The timeline of patents applications and grants certainly indicates a
rapid growth in applications in recent years but a more modest gain in actual patent
grants. Yet, interestingly, the data indicates that patenting activity may have peaked
somewhere between 2001 and 2003. Despite attempted correction for the truncation of
applications filed in recent years, application counts appear to be down in the US,
Europe, and at the PCT, and patent grants in the U.S. have been in decline since 2001.
Only in Europe are its more modest numbers of patent grants continuing to grow.
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Ownership of stem cell patents is still quite fragmented across multiple organizations. No
single organization dominates in terms of sheer numbers, with the largest owning just 3
percent of all patents in the sample. This implies, however, that the task of coordinating
access to complex enabling technologies could involve an intensive process of shopping
around.
No major consolidations of patent holdings have occurred in the field of stem cells to
date. Mergers and acquisitions are often a means of circumventing the transaction costs
and uncertainties of the licensing market in an effort to bring together complementary
technologies. The relatively fragmented ownership in stem cells found in this analysis can
be explained partly by the broad swath of related technologies included in the main
collection. If ownership structure of important technology subsets of the main collection
where examined—such as embryonic stem cell preparations and related differentiation
technologies—a more concentrated ownership would be expected at that level of
analysis. Another explanation for the lack of concentration in the field of stem cells is
that it is still unclear which technologies are safe and effective, since no major
therapeutics have yet been approved and commercialized, meaning that multiple parallel
attempts are currently underway.
In contrast to most fields of technology, government and academic institutions own a
very large share of stem cell patents. Given that such organizations file for patent
protection explicitly in order to license the technology, this suggests that there may be a
proportionately greater potential in sourcing the necessary technology components for
complex enabling technologies from public sector and academic institutions, depending
upon the extent to which the key patents are already exclusively licensed.
The U.S. clearly dominates most aspects stem cell research and IP. In particular, the top
public sector organizations by patent ownership are all in the U.S. Other countries,
however, have strengths in stem cell research, with Europe in particular beginning to
close the gap to the U.S. in granted patents. The nationality of invention and ownership
can therefore be expected to even out over time.
The technical content of the patent landscape is highly complex. This overview only
begins to characterize the depth and breadth of emerging stem cell technologies. Stem cell
lines, stem cell preparations and growth factors seem to be the areas where the most intense
patenting activity has been recently. Detailed analysis of technical content would of
course be necessary in determining freedom to operate with any particular enabling
technology platform.
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Case Study: PIPRA and why it was created
This section provides an overview of the rationale behind the creation of the Public
Intellectual Property Resource for Agriculture (PIPRA) and describes how the
organization works to achieve its goals of improving access to intellectual property for
particular applications of biotechnology in agriculture. This report explores the potential
applicability of some of the basic precedents established by the PIPRA model in the field
of stem cells.

Background of agricultural R&D and patenting
For over a hundred years, public-sector institutions lead in the development of new
crops. New crops developed by universities or government research have traditionally
been freely released for use in agriculture, to seed companies, nurseries, and farmers. The
nature of innovation and the structure of the agricultural-inputs industry has, however
changed dramatically during the last two decades.
Two key events in this development occurred in 1980. The decision of the Supreme
Court in Diamond vs. Chakrabarty to allow patenting of man-made microorganisms, which
in 1985 was extended to plants, meant new possibilities to exploit the emerging
recombinant DNA technology commercially. The passing of the Bayh-Dole Act to
encourage universities in the U.S. to patent and license their technologies to the private
sector lead to institutional policy shifts at many universities and the establishment of
technology transfer offices.
Genetic engineering has led to new technical possibilities for altering the traits of crop
plants in a controlled manner, but the technologies involved are very advanced and
constantly evolving. Since 1985, more and more of these university-developed
technologies have been protected by intellectual property rights in accordance with the
new policies following the Bayh-Dole Act. To a certain extent, these have been
exclusively licensed to the private sector, resulting in public sector researchers gradually
being closed off from the very technologies they and their colleagues had helped to
develop.
During the mid 1990s, the seed industry also saw the entry of many larger chemical and
pharmaceutical companies attracted by the potential of genetic engineering of crops in
combination with the possibility to protect and enhance their core lines of business.
These companies eventually acquired most of the smaller R&D companies and all of the
seed companies in the U.S. significantly consolidating the industry [40].
This development towards larger companies was driven, in part, by the difficulties and
high transaction costs of licensing technologies combined with the synergy effects from
integrating three key technologies: genetic transformation techniques, genetic traits, and
elite crop germplasm [40]. Agricultural research today is increasingly characterized by
incremental improvements of existing plant material, with each advance yielding new IP
rights. In the current environment a robust patent portfolio not only allows an
optimization of the technical synergy effects, but in some cases merely provides freedom
to operate in the market, providing access to all of the key enabling technologies in order
to avoid dependence on externally controlled IP.
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While the private sector has seen a number of mergers, resulting in a handful of large
companies that control the vital IP, the public sector has been left with a highly
fragmented IP-portfolio, with no single institution having control of or even access to all
the necessary key technologies to enable the development of a new transgenic crop. The
consequence is a large set of restricted public sector actors, each lacking access to the full
set of IP necessary to bring new crops to the market. One publicized example of this
problem is the development of “Golden Rice” (pro-vitamin A) which was constrained by
70 different patents or contractual obligations associated with material transfer
agreements [41].
However, considered as a whole, public sector organizations in 2001 owned a larger
proportion of the industry’s technology (24% of all agricultural biotech patents) than any
single company (Monsanto at 14% was the largest). It was reasoned that this 24 percent
should contain variants of all or most of the key technologies needed to enable the
development of a new transgenic crop. The difficulty lay in coordinating those different
technologies. Actors in the public sector could thus benefit from collaboration between
universities and other public research institutions in the management of IP to identify
and bring together those technologies [38]. This realization fueled the formation of
Public Intellectual Property Resource for Agriculture (PIPRA) [42].

The formation of PIPRA
PIPRA was established in 2003 as a coalition made up of a dozen universities and
research institutes, with funding from the Rockefeller Foundation and the McKnight
Foundation. The headquarters was set up on the Davis campus of the University of
California. Today, the organization is growing rapidly, employs a professional staff of
seven, of which three are employed full time in the laboratory testing, characterizing, and
assembling component biotechnologies.
The aim of PIPRA is to make agricultural biotechnologies more easily available for the
development and distribution of subsistence crops for humanitarian purposes in the
developing world and of specialty crops everywhere in the world by navigating the IP
thicket on their behalf.
PIPRA has over 40 members as of the fall of 2006. Criteria for membership are that an
institution is non profit and is engaged in agricultural R&D. Most member institutions
are U.S. based, but there are member institutions in Canada, Italy, Tanzania, Philippines,
Peru, Chile, Mexico, Vietnam and Taiwan, and most of the recent growth coming from
non-U.S. institutions joining PIPRA.
When joining PIPRA, a member institution signs a Memorandum of Understanding
whereby it agrees to cooperate with the collective on a number of issues. First the
institutions agree to help develop guidelines for licensing to encourage product
development for the broader public benefit, such as retaining rights for research use and
humanitarian use of licensed technologies. The institution also agree to contribute to a
common database non-confidential information detailing which agricultural technologies
in their portfolio are available for licensing and which are fully encumbered. Finally the
institution agrees simply to explore the possibility of bundling certain technologies to
facilitate commercial use and/or humanitarian use [43].
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The services of PIPRA
The activities at PIPRA are roughly divided into four general platforms: Information and
Analysis, Education and Outreach, Biotechnology Resources, and Collaborative IP
Management.

Information and Analysis
One of the long-term aims of PIPRA is to provide freedom to operate (FTO) for public
sector research and commercialization activities within the key technologies of
agricultural biotechnology. In the short term, the organization works to reduce the
uncertainty of around the IP status of commonly used technologies, identifying where
there may be FTO or how it might be achieved. This is being done through activities in
Information and Analysis.

The PIPRA patent database: PIPRA has launched a public database in collaboration

with M-CAM, a company providing premier web based products and services for patent
data search and analysis. The PIPRA patent database contains the agricultural portion of
the patent portfolio held by PIPRA member institutions and gives a clear picture of the
availability of the technologies developed across the full set of PIPRA institutions. The
database contains the patent text, patent status information (such as whether it is in
application, in force, or expired), and licensing status (such as whether it is available for
license, licensed exclusively, non-exclusively, all or some fields, and whether a sublicense
is available). PIPRA has plans to expand this database to include entries on technologies
which are (verifiably) in the public domain, in order to give a more complete overview of
agricultural technologies that can be accessed and used.

Preliminary FTO research: PIPRA conducts preliminary searches of patent and non-

patent art to support FTO analyses of important technologies, looking globally at the
ownership situation. Identifying potentially relevant patents, mapping of licensing
information, and even making validity assessments are all part of this work. The end
results is a set of recommendations for public sector researchers on how to proceed with
research or commercialization activities, such as suggestions on strategies to “invent
around” blocking technologies or what patents for which to acquire sublicenses. A
number of law firms support PIPRA in this work by providing FTO analyses on a pro
bono basis.

Patent landscape analyses: The patent landscape analyses at PIPRA are mappings of

the IP across broad sets of technology. These can vary in degree detail but generally do
not go into the same depth as an FTO analysis. Rather, a patent landscape of a broad set
of technologies, such as plant genes, would be part of or provide a starting point for
FTO research on a narrower subset of technologies, such as plant promoter regulatory
elements.

Industry and policy analyses: PIPRA publishes papers on industry trends and

structural shifts and also on the effects of major governmental policy shifts such as the
passing of the Bayh-Dole act in 1980, all based on the deep familiarity of the PIPRA staff
with the trends and affects of IP in agricultural R&D.
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Educational Services and Outreach
In order to facilitate public-private R&D partnerships and promote technology transfer
to developing countries, PIPRA offers a number of educational services within IP
management to researchers, administrators, technology transfer staff, sponsors, policy
makers, industry, and farmers. These include:

An IP management handbook for the developing world: PIPRA is working in

collaboration with other organizations to improve IP management in agricultural R&D
worldwide, but particularly in developing countries. Understanding the rules of the game
are essential to being able to play it and win. Access to agricultural biotechnologies,
especially in developing countries, is often as much a result of a lack of professional
expertise in IP management, and knowing where to look for IP information, as it is a
result of actual patents restricting legal access to technologies.

PIPRA publications: Much of the work being done by PIPRA in FTO research,

landscapes, as well as industry and policy analyses are being adapted (such as redacted to
remove confidential information) for public access on the PIPRA website, in order to
allow others to benefit from the analyses done by PIPRA.

Professional training opportunities: PIPRA is seeking to educate IP professionals in

the agricultural sciences by accepting short term interns to engage in the work at PIPRA.
Plans are also underway to develop short courses on specific topics.

Biotechnology Resources
PIPRA is also working actively toward providing FTO through the development of
enabling technologies for plant transformation. The first project involves vectors for the
insertion of DNA into plant cells. This is an important enabling technology and also one
that is burdened with IPRs and to a large extent inaccessible for use outside of the major
corporations. In order to avoid this bottleneck, PIPRA is attempting to develop a novel
transformation vector in the PIPRA lab using technologies for which FTO has already
been established, whether they are in the public domain or owned by a PIPRA member
institutions and available for license. PIPRA may need to include one or two components
that are proprietary to a commercial company, but the terms of any such agreement
would be settled ahead of time, so as not to encumber the PIPRA vector system. PIPRA
envisions making the vector widely available under a pooled non-exclusive license, with
separate terms for research, humanitarian, and small-scale commercial uses.
This work requires a close collaboration between the lab, PIPRA staff performing IP
searches, and supporting law firms doing the FTO analysis. If the project is successful,
vectors, packaged with the license, will be distributed free of charge within the public
sector and for humanitarian use. Private companies will pay a fee to use the vectors
commercially. This degree of IP “self awareness” guiding research design is unique in the
public sector.
Laboratory analyses are also being carried out at PIPRA to discover where non-patented
or accessible biotechnologies might be substituted for those with legal restrictions.
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Collaborative IP Management
The model for bundling or pooling IP that is being developed in PIPRA’s transformation
vector project can also be used in other areas. The activities of the Collaborative IP
Management platform include continuing the development of a licensing model where
patents in similar technologies are pooled and accessed through a single non-exclusive
license. Much of the effort here is put into discussion and negotiations with technology
owners, including PIPRA’s own member institutions, to find a model that preserves
commercial interests while carving out space for public research and humanitarian uses.
It is important to point out that PIPRA does not have ambitions to in-license the
technologies and offer sublicenses. Rather, PIPRA would be the organization that
identifies an anti-commons issue and then sets up and helps to manage the complex
licensing arrangement between the different owners and users. Such arrangements are
likely to differ markedly depending on the nature of the technology involved, the owners,
and its commercial potential.
PIPRA has also explored open source licensing models for biotechnology, but these
constructs have so far proven to pose challenges in terms of finding an effective balance
between mandatory licenses of improvements back to the open source community and
maintaining opportunities to exploit the technology commercially. Open source based on
licensing patent-protected technologies differ from the classic copyright open source
mainly in the large investment put into securing patent protection, which is predicated on
the desire to commercialize the technology. Few are likely willing to field the expense of
patent fees, simply to then “donate” the technology to the open source community
without thought of commercializing it.
Apart from exploring these possibilities, PIPRA is also promoting common licensing
languages that its member institutions can use to encourage and manage market
segmentation: licensing technologies for large commercial markets to the private sector
while retaining rights for licensing to small market development such as specialty crops
and, even more importantly, subsistence crops, for which the humanitarian value may be
high but market returns are, almost by definition, non-existent. At present, campaigning
for this shift in awareness and licensing practice is maybe were PIPRA is having its
greatest impact preventing future bottlenecks for public sector research and development
work.

Looking more broadly
PIPRA is also starting to look beyond agricultural biotechnology to advise or assist in
other areas, particularly in biomedical research, characterized by similar IP challenges.
PIPRA’s collaboration in this stem cell analysis is one example of such work. Other
areas, including HIV/AIDS and neglected tropical diseases, are also being studied.
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Conclusions and recommendations for stem cell R&D
Is there evidence of a growing patent thicket in stem cells? A consensus is voiced in the
literature and in our interviews that the proliferation of patent claims is becoming
problematic. Our analysis shows a significant rate of accumulation of new patent
documents. Between these we conclude that—at the very least—the conditions are ripe
for the formation of a patent thicket. Navigating and negotiating freedom to operate
within the field of stem cells is likely to become increasingly difficult.
What are the reasonable responses for increasing the efficiency of innovation in stem
cells? Given the difficulty of enacting patent law reform and the legacy effect of already
granted patents on industry and academia, we recommend looking to strategies that help
to exchange or redistribute existing property rights ex post.

Trusting the market
The first and most preferable of such strategies would simply be to allow the market to
take care of redistribution. This laissez-faire approach, however, assumes that
corporations and entrepreneurs can see the arbitrage opportunities of licensing-in and
aggregating a set of complementary technology components and then either (1)
exploiting the resulting technology platform in-house to its fullest potential, in terms of
social welfare gains that result from new products developed, or (2) efficiently “selling”
freedom to operate to licensees, who each exploit the technology platform to its fullest
potential. There are certainly numerous examples, ranging from PCR to gene chips, of
technology platforms or research tools that have been made available by a commercial
player at a market price to researchers in industry and academia. Observing the trends in
plant biotechnology, the likelihood is that the market solution will work with platform
technologies for which there is sufficiently broad demand or for which demand is
narrower but serves one or two sufficiently major downstream markets.
Still, incomplete information, conditions of uncertainty, high transaction costs, and
strategic behavior on the part of IP owners can readily lead to market failure. In the
event that the market fails to efficiently redistribute access to patent rights, there are a
range of non-market redistributive strategies that have been proposed1.

Ad hoc redistributive mechanisms
Several mechanisms might be considered “ad hoc”, meaning that they tend to arise
directly out of the need for access to one particular technology. These include (1)
compulsory licenses, (2) open source licenses, and (3) standard-setting, product-specific,
or technology-based patent pools. In general, if the industry is beset with the general
proliferation of a patent thicket, ad hoc solutions create only single clearings at specific
points in the ticket. They do not address overall questions of efficient exchange of rights.
1

It should be noted that the market may effectively supply a technology platform in some fields of
application and not in others, meaning then that non-market strategies may only be needed selectively.
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Each of these strategies could have some mitigating effects if applied in stem cells,
particularly if relief at specific strategic points is all that is needed. Still, there are practical
drawbacks of each of these mechanisms, particularly if implemented as ad hoc or isolated
solutions.

Compulsory licensing
Compulsory licensing as a strategy suffers from some fairly straightforward and well
known limitations, both politically and economically. However, some have argued that
while the NIH did not use its right under Bayh-Dole to request compulsory licensing of
the WARF patents given that it had funded some of the work, having the right gave the
agency some leverage in encouraging WiCell to make the cell lines available for NIH
funded research. This created an opening, leading, at least in part, to the WiCell MOU
for academic institutions.

Open source licensing
Open source licensing of patent protected technologies still needs to prove itself to be a
viable model. It is difficult to imagine it ever being cost effective, given the costs incurred
in seeking patent protection of improvements on an open source technology, only to
then give it back to the open source “collective”. In most cases, a similar result could be
achieved at a fraction of the cost by simply to publishing the improvement and placing it
in the public domain.

Patent pooling
Patent pooling may make the most sense in stem cells. However, as noted, it seems
difficult in such a rapidly evolving field to define the “standards” around which to build a
potential pool. In practice stem cell R&D will continue to coalesce around particular
“ways of doing things” and these technologies and methods may emerge as de facto
standards particularly as regulators and ethical review boards review them and give their
approvals. There is need, however, for ongoing assessments of technical and regulatory
developments and, to some extent, a wait-and-see approach to patent pooling.

An IP clearinghouse mechanism for stem cells
In order to enhance market discovery in stem cell technologies and to complement
market functions in key areas where it may be most prone to fail, we propose what we
call an “IP clearinghouse mechanism” [20] for the stem cell R&D community. Importantly,
such a strategy would find its origins in a dialogue among those organizations most
deeply engaged in stem cell R&D who share mutual concerns about the dampening
effects that the emerging patent thicket may have on opportunities for investment,
innovation, and commercialization.
First and foremost, dialogue among key stem cell patent owners, particularly those that
are public sector or academic institutions, could lead to the formation of a coalition to
provide the functions of (a) an IP information clearing mechanism (via a common
database or other means) in order to reduce uncertainties and enhance transparency,
thereby supporting market discovery and subsequent market exchanges in patent rights
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and (b) a confidence building exercise among coalition partners, to improve trust and
establish best practices in licensing, and to address other common goals such as public
concerns over the ethical acceptabilities of different approaches to stem cell research.
These functions would help reduce the likelihood of strategic or short sighted behaviors
on the part of coalition members and would aid research managers in making important
technical decisions as they plan future projects.
Second, the coalition can begin to leverage the assembled information about their patent
estates by analyzing patterns of demand for a range of enabling technologies, identifying
which technologies are most often employed in R&D projects and in which
combinations. This can be achieved in a number of ways. But, in essence, the analytical
process involves the compiling of multiple patent landscapes or FTO analyses for
individual projects, and thereby becoming familiar with the IP status of those
technologies that are most commonly in demand.
Third, based upon the coalition members’ assembled information about which of their
technologies are available for licensing, these can be marketed individually through the
clearinghouse or, when more efficient, they can be pooled and licensed jointly to meet
the identified demand. This can be facilitated by infrastructure or mechanisms commonly
supported by the coalition. For those enabling technologies where multiple individual
substitute options are available, the market can be facilitated by providing a “universal
listing”, that includes their respective technical characteristics, and even a marketplace for
licenses, allowing the different technology options to compete as fairly and transparently
as possible. For those technologies where multiple complementary components are
required to make up a platform, access can be facilitated via licensing of patent pools
administered by the coalition. The pooled technologies could be marketed widely, to
serve the goal of broadly enabling stem cell R&D, and to accord with antitrust guidelines
about the content and licensing of patent pools [19, 44]. Any number of platform
technologies could be addressed and pooled by the coalition. Participation in any single
patent pool would be a voluntary decision of the technology owner, motivated by their
own commercial or institutional policy considerations. All terms of participation in and
disposition of the pools would be negotiated independently of the more general issues of
coalition membership and practice.
These steps provide a sketch of the basic model being pursued by PIPRA to facilitate a
more efficient exchange of patent rights over plant biotechnologies for “neglected”
applications, cases where the patent thicket seems to have resulted in at least modest
market failures and ensuing inefficiencies are affecting the rate and direction of
agricultural innovation, impacting social welfare. (See description of PIPRA on pages 46
to 50.) Other initiatives as well, such as the SNP Consortium, have been undertaken to
establish common mechanisms for access to well-defined broadly-enabling technologies.

Who might take the lead?
In the area of stem cell R&D, major practical questions include what institutions would
take the leadership roles in the formation and mobilization of financial resources to form
such a clearinghouse, especially given the highly dispersed nature of funding and
governance in the field. Would it be advantageous, or even feasible to include both
industry and public sector players? Where would it make most sense geographically?
Should it be organized internationally, centered in the U.S., or centered outside the U.S.
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as a counterweight to the U.S.? How should other issues and constraints, such as the
approval of ethical reviews or government regulatory bodies be taken into account? Most
fundamentally how the process might begin. We have brainstormed three possible
scenarios.

Wisconsin and NIH
Under the Bush policy, NIH has been conscientious of its obligation to both enforce that
policy and respect the patent rights granted to WARF, while also seeking as much as
possible under those constraints to advance stem cell research by funding what research
it can. Meanwhile, WARF has, given its keypatents, sought a negotiating position
wherever an embryonic stem cell based product could be commercially developed. As a
result NIH and WARF have together shaped the current stem cell patent environment.
While WARF has been criticized on several accounts, they have continued to maintain
that they are only interested in facilitating innovation and do not want to block any
research from going forward. This is in fact a credible and natural position for them to
take, as the more innovation advances towards the marketplace, the more the WARF
patents are potentially worth. They thus have a vested interest in seeing that the larger
patent thicket not slow such innovation. WARF, and its stem cell subsidiary WiCell, have
taken significant efforts to maintain a positive public image and are likely interested in
continuing to be perceived as responsible corporate citizens.
A potential strategy for WARF would thus be to exercise its leadership role in stem cell
patenting to assemble a coalition of organizations engaged in stem cell R&D to explore
the possibilities of a creating a clearinghouse organization. Any clearing that would
happen would tend to benefit WARF, even if indirectly. With some minor concessions
of its current positions or simply a shift of stance from one of caution behind its current
MOU to one of cooperation and a new offer to coalition members, it could effect a
significant shift in the current licensing market for stem cell technologies.
We mention NIH, because helping to promote an effective patent clearinghouse could
actually help to ease the tight position in which the agency currently finds itself vis-à-vis
stem cells and exercise needed leadership in the field. The precedent already set for some
coordination with WARF on patent issues means that it may be a possible entrée for the
agency to likewise take a leadership role and in addition provide at least seed funding for
such an initiative.

California
The new California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM) will, once fully
functioning, be the single largest source of financial support for stem cell research in the
world, significantly exceeding, by current estimates, funding levels by NIH and the
national agencies of other countries. Among its major grantees will be several of the
current top stem cell patent assignees, including the University of California, the
University of Southern California, Stanford, and CalTech. CIRM is actively developing
IP policies stipulating how both commercial and non-commercial grantees should
manage any patent rights that may result from its funding. The grants administration
process will require CIRM to monitor resulting patents, likely by building a database
which presumably will include some status information about the disposition of the
patented technologies. Currently the leadership of CIRM appears to be fully taxed,
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simply trying to get the institute up and running in short order. The most acute
impending IP issue will be how to manage access to the WARF patents. However, after
clearing that hurdle, CIRM may find that the commercialization potential of CIRMfunded research falling short of expectations due to the emerging patent thicket in stem
cell enabling technologies. CIRM has already stipulated a formal research exemption be
extended to other California institutions. This may provide partial relief to grantee
institutions’ own conduct of R&D, but it does not address the possible failure of outlicensing CIRM-supported patents for the sake of commercialization due to a global lack
of access to enabling technology platforms. At such a juncture, it may be in the interest
of CIRM to gather its major grantees and begin to discuss whether and how they might
help jump start innovation by forming a stem cell patent clearinghouse and beginning to
investigate ways to clear major pathways to market by pooling patents over key
technology platforms.

Europe
While the lion share of stem cell research and innovation is going on inside the US, a
number of other countries are actively engaged. The second tier behind the U.S. lead
consists of several European countries, particularly Great Britain, Germany, Sweden, and
the Netherlands. It they were to come together, European research organizations may be
able to form a coalition which, while not representing the bulk of patented technology in
the industry, may be able to effectively create several pooled technology platforms. The
result might help to tip the innovation balance in stem cells further towards Europe. If
the U.S. continues to struggle on under the conditions of Bush’s limited federal funding,
the blocking WARF patents, and the proliferation of a patent thicket, Europe could end
up looking like a more attractive location for investment in stem cell R&D, particularly if
it meant being able to participating in and draw upon a European stem cell patent
clearinghouse initiative.
All of these three scenarios are sensible business opportunities to the extent that they
unlock value of the patents held by their participants. An IP clearinghouse is, in fact, not
necessarily predicated upon there being a patent thicket to clear. It merely holds that the
presence of a patent thicket can make the undertaking that much more valuable, as there
is greater latent value to unlock.
In addition, the three scenarios envisioned here are not mutually exclusive. Competition
amongst initiatives and the technology platforms that they might assemble and promote
would in the end benefit everyone who might hope some day to realize the potential that
stem cells hold for solving their health problems.
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Appendix 1. Detailed list of international patent classes (IPCs)
describing the “inventive steps” in the stem cell IP documents of
the main collection
Inventive IPC

Count

A01K 67/00

81

A01K 67/27

766

A01K 67/33
A01K 67/

26
878

A01N 1/00

Category title from IPC 8 (2006.01)
Rearing or breeding animals, not otherwise provided for; New breeds of
animals
New breeds of vertebrates
Rearing or breeding invertebrates; New breeds of invertebrates
TOTAL
Preservation of bodies of humans or animals, or parts thereof

A01N 1/02

139

A01N 63/00

84

Biocides, pest repellants or attractants, or plant growth regulators containing microorganisms, viruses, microbial fungi, enzymes

A01N 65/00

28

Biocides, pest repellants or attractants, or plant growth regulators containing plant
material

A61B

27

DIAGNOSIS; SURGERY; IDENTIFICATION

A61F 2/00

56

Filters implantable into blood vessels; Prostheses, i.e. artificial substitutes or
replacements for parts of the body

A61F 2/02

58

Prostheses implantable into the body

A61F 2/06

51

Blood vessels

A61F 2/08

27

Muscles; Tendons; Ligaments

A61F 2/28

109

Bones

A61F 2/30

83

Joints

A61F 2/44

45

for the spine, e.g. vertebrae, spinal discs

A61F 2/46

49

Special tools for implanting artificial joints

A61F 2/

542

Preservation of living parts

TOTAL

A61K

81

PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL, DENTAL, OR TOILET PURPOSES

A61K 6/00

25

Preparations for dentistry

A61K 9/00

112

A61K 9/127

39

Liposomes

A61K 9/14

31

Particulate form, e.g. powders

A61K 9/16

38

Agglomerates; Granulates; Microbeadlets

A61K 9/50

27

Microcapsules

Medicinal preparations characterised by special physical form

A61K 31/00

104

A61K 31/185

73

A61K 31/198

36

Medicinal preparations containing organic active ingredients
Acids; Anhydrides, halides or salts thereof, e.g. sulfur acids, imidic, hydrazonic or
hydroximic acids
Alpha-amino acids, e.g. alanine, edetic acid (EDTA)

A61K 31/21

31

Esters, e.g. nitroglycerine, selenocyanates

A61K 31/40

25

having five-membered rings with one nitrogen as the only ring hetero atom, e.g.
sulpiride, succinimide, tolmetin, buflomedil

A61K 31/403

35

condensed with carbocyclic rings, e.g. carbazole

A61K 31/4353

21

ortho- or peri-condensed with heterocyclic ring systems

A61K 31/44

36

Non-condensed pyridines; Hydrogenated derivatives thereof

A61K 31/445

34

Non-condensed piperidines, e.g. piperocaine
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A61K 31/496

24

A61K 31/519

40

A61K 31/56

23

A61K 31/70

60

A61K 31/7028

25

A61K 31/7042

38

Non-condensed piperazines containing further heterocyclic rings, e.g. rifampin,
thiothixene
ortho- or peri-condensed with heterocyclic rings
Compounds containing cyclopenta[a]hydrophenanthrene ring systems; Derivatives
thereof, e.g. steroids
Carbohydrates; Sugars; Derivatives thereof
Compounds having saccharide radicals attached to non-saccharide compounds by
glycosidic linkages
Compounds having saccharide radicals and heterocyclic rings

A61K 31/7076

22

containing purines, e.g. adenosine, adenylic acid

A61K 31/716

22

Glucans

A61K 31/726

25

Glycosaminoglycans, i.e. mucopolysaccharides

A61K 31/74

20

A61K 31/

2024

Synthetic polymeric materials
TOTAL

A61K 35/12

176

Medicinal preparations containing material or reaction products thereof with
undetermined constitution
Materials from mammals or birds

A61K 35/14

290

Blood

A61K 35/16

25

Plasma; Serum

A61K 35/26

34

Lymph; Lymph-glands; Thymus

A61K 35/28

317

Marrow; Spleen

A61K 35/30

119

Nerves; Brain

A61K 35/32

55

Bones; Tendons; Teeth; Cartilage

A61K 35/34

43

Muscles; Heart

A61K 35/36

49

Skin; Hair; Nails; Sebaceous glands; Cerumen

A61K 35/37

61

Digestive system

A61K 35/39

35

Pancreas

A61K 35/407

26

Liver

A61K 35/48

58

Reproductive organs; Embryos

A61K 35/54

28

Ovary; Eggs; Embryos

A61K 35/00

A61K 35/66
A61K 35/

24
1459

Materials from animals other than mammals or birds
TOTAL

A61K 38/00

89

Medicinal preparations containing peptides

A61K 38/08

83

Peptides having 5 to 11 amino acids

A61K 38/09

36

Luteinising hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH); Related peptides

A61K 38/10

23

Peptides having 12 to 20 amino acids

A61K 38/12

31

Cyclic peptides

A61K 38/13

28

Cyclosporins

A61K 38/16

58

Peptides having more than 20 amino acids; Gastrins; Somatostatins; Melanotropins

A61K 38/17

370

from animals; from humans

A61K 38/18

590

Growth factors; Growth regulators

A61K 38/19

366

Cytokines; Lymphokines; Interferons

A61K 38/20

192

Interleukins

A61K 38/21

47

Interferons

A61K 38/22

96

Hormones

A61K 38/24

30

Follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH); Chorionic gonadotropins, e.g. HCG; Luteinising
hormone (LH); Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH)

A61K 38/27

36

Growth hormone (GH) (Somatotropin)

A61K 38/30

63

Insulin-like growth factors (Somatomedins), e.g. IGF-1, IGF-2

A61K 38/41

23

Porphyrin- or corrin-ring-containing peptides

A61K 38/42

23

Haemoglobins; Myoglobins

A61K 38/43

138

A61K 38/44

57

Oxidoreductases

A61K 38/45

22

Transferases

Enzymes; Proenzymes; Derivatives thereof
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A61K 38/46

21

A61K 38/48

36

A61K 38/55
A61K 38/

36
2669

TOTAL

A61K 39/00

292

A61K 39/39

57

Medicinal preparations containing antigens or antibodies

A61K 39/395

237

Antibodies

A61K 39/

676

TOTAL

characterised by the immunostimulating additives, e.g. chemical adjuvants

Medicinal preparations obtained by treating materials with wave energy or
particle radiation

A61K 41/00

74

A61K 45/00

245

A61K 45/06

96

A61K 47/34

31

A61K 47/36

23

A61K 47/48

216

A61K 48/00

639

Medicinal preparations containing genetic material which is inserted into cells
of the living body to treat genetic diseases; Gene therapy

A61K 49/00

135

Preparations for testing in vivo

Medicinal preparations containing active ingredients not provided for above
Mixtures of active ingredients without chemical characterisation, e.g. antiphlogistics
and cardiaca
Medicinal preparations characterised by the non-active ingredients used, e.g.
carriers, inert additives
Polysaccharides; Derivatives thereof
the non-active ingredient being chemically bound to the active ingredient, e.g.
polymer drug conjugates

A61K 51/02

67

Preparations containing radioactive substances for use in therapy or testing in
vivo
characterised by the carrier

A61K 51/04

21

Organic compounds

A61K 51/10

45

Antibodies or immunoglobulins

A61L 2/00

25

Methods or apparatus for disinfecting or sterilising

A61L 15/16

42

A61L 15/32

20

Chemical aspects of, or use of materials for, bandages, dressings or absorbent
pads
Bandages, dressings or absorbent pads for physiological fluids such as urine or
blood, e.g. sanitary towels, tampons
containing proteins, polypeptides; Degradation products or derivatives thereof, e.g.
albumin, collagen, fibrin, gelatin

A61L 24/00

78

Surgical adhesives or cements; Adhesives for colostomy devices

A61L 24/10

26

containing polypeptides, proteins

A61L 27/00

791

A61L 27/12

40

A61L 27/18

66

A61K 51/00

A61L 15/00

Materials for prostheses or for coating prostheses
Phosphorus-containing materials, e.g. apatite
obtained otherwise than by reactions only involving carbon-to-carbon unsaturated
bonds
Polysaccharides

A61L 27/20

44

A61L 27/22

137

A61L 27/24

75

Collagen

A61L 27/26

30

Mixtures of macromolecular materials

A61L 27/32

26

Phosphorus-containing materials, e.g. apatite for coating prostheses

A61L 27/34

31

Macromolecular materials

A61L 27/36

205

containing ingredients of undetermined constitution or reaction products thereof

A61L 27/38

461

Animal cells

A61L 27/44

21

Polypeptides or derivatives thereof

having a macromolecular matrix
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A61L 27/46

28

with phosphorus-containing inorganic fillers

A61L 27/48

51

with macromolecular fillers

A61L 27/50

56

Materials characterised by their function or physical properties

A61L 27/52

55

Hydrogels or hydrocolloids

A61L 27/54

48

Biologically active materials, e.g. therapeutic substances

A61L 27/56

144

A61L 27/58

61

A61L 27/60

52

A61L 27/

2508

Porous or cellular materials
Materials at least partially resorbable by the body
Materials for use in artificial skin
TOTAL

A61L 29/00

21

Materials for catheters or for coating catheters

A61L 31/00

55

Materials for other surgical articles

A61L 31/04

47

Macromolecular materials

A61L 31/08

32

Materials for coatings

A61L 31/10

23

Macromolecular materials

A61L 31/14

56

Materials characterised by their function or physical properties

A61L 31/16

21

Biologically active materials, e.g. therapeutic substances

A61M 1/36

35

Other treatment of blood in a by-pass of the natural circulatory system, e.g.
temperature adaptation, irradiation

A61M 31/00

38

Devices for introducing or retaining media, e.g. remedies, in cavities of the
body

A61M 37/00

30

Other apparatus for introducing media into the body

A61P 1/00

21

Drugs for disorders of the alimentary tract or the digestive system

A61P 9/00

26

Drugs for disorders of the cardiovascular system

A61P 19/00

30

Drugs for skeletal disorders

A61P 25/00

41

Drugs for disorders of the nervous system

A61P 35/00

45

Antineoplastic agents

A61P 37/00

21

Drugs for immunological or allergic disorders

A61P 43/00

23

Drugs for specific purposes, not provided for in previous groups

B04B 5/00

21

B04B 5/04

21

Centrifuges
Radial chamber apparatus for separating predominantly liquid mixtures, e.g.
butyrometers

C07D

HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS

C07D 207/00

26

Heterocyclic compounds containing five-membered rings

C07D 213/00

21

Heterocyclic compounds containing six-membered rings

C07D 401/00

23

C07D 405/00

26

C07D 409/00

24

Heterocyclic compounds containing two or more hetero rings
Heterocyclic compounds containing both one or more hetero rings having oxygen
atoms as the only ring hetero atoms
Heterocyclic compounds containing two or more hetero rings, at least one ring having
sulfur atoms

C07H 21/00

175

C07H 21/02

33

C07H 21/04

162

Nucleic acids
with ribosyl as saccharide radical (RNA)
with deoxyribosyl as saccharide radical (DNA)
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C07K 1/00

55

General processes for the preparation of peptides

C07K 5/00

35

Peptides having up to four amino acids in a fully defined sequence

C07K 7/00

83

Peptides having 5 to 20 amino acids in a fully defined sequence

C07K 7/06

41

having 5 to 11 amino acids

C07K 14/00

31

Peptides having more than 20 amino acids

C07K 14/005

168

C07K 14/15

35

C07K 14/16

66

from viruses
Retroviridae, e.g. bovine leukaemia virus, feline leukaemia virus, human T-cell
leukaemia-lymphoma virus
HIV-1

C07K 14/195

27

from bacteria

C07K 14/415

46

from plants

C07K 14/435

2265

from animals; from humans

C07K 14/46

30

C07K 14/47

681

from vertebrates
from mammals

C07K 14/475

265

Growth factors; Growth regulators

C07K 14/495

40

Transforming growth factor (TGF)

C07K 14/50

55

Fibroblast growth factor (FGF)

C07K 14/505

43

Erythropoietin (EPO)

C07K 14/51

82

Bone morphogenic factor; Osteogenin; Osteogenic factor; Bone-inducing factor

C07K 14/52

260

C07K 14/53

36

Colony-stimulating factor (CSF)

C07K 14/535

92

Granulocyte CSF; Granulocyte-macrophage CSF

C07K 14/54

146

C07K 14/575

40

Hormones

C07K 14/61

30

Growth hormone (GH) (Somatotropin)

C07K 14/705

553

Cytokines; Lymphokines; Interferons

Interleukins (IL)

Receptors; Cell surface antigens; Cell surface determinants

C07K 14/71

82

C07K 14/715

112

C07K 14/72

90

for hormones

C07K 14/725

55

T-cell receptors

C07K 14/73

38

CD4

C07K 14/74

55

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)

C07K 14/755

23

C07K 14/78

58

C07K 14/795

46

Factors VIII
Connective tissue peptides, e.g. collagen, elastin, laminin, fibronectin, vitronectin,
cold insoluble globulin (CIG)
Porphyrin- or corrin-ring-containing peptides

C07K 14/805

43

Haemoglobins; Myoglobins

C07K 14/81

50

Protease inhibitors

C07K 14/82

132

C07K 14/

6166

for growth factors; for growth regulators
for cytokines; for lymphokines; for interferons

Translation products from oncogenes
TOTAL

C07K 16/00

127

C07K 16/08

23

Immunoglobulins, e.g. monoclonal or polyclonal antibodies
against material from viruses

C07K 16/12

25

against material from bacteria

C07K 16/18

726

C07K 16/22

80

against growth factors

C07K 16/24

68

against cytokines, lymphokines or interferons

C07K 16/28

458

C07K 16/30

93

from tumour cells

C07K 16/32

21

against translation products from oncogenes

C07K 16/40

30

against enzymes

against material from animals or humans

against receptors, cell surface antigens or cell surface determinants
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C07K 16/44

24

C07K 16/46

35

C07K 16/
C07K 19/00

1769
24

C12M

against material not provided for elsewhere
Hybrid immunoglobulins
TOTAL
Hybrid peptides
APPARATUS FOR ENZYMOLOGY OR MICROBIOLOGY
Measuring or testing with condition measuring or sensing means, e.g. colony
counters

C12M 1/34

43

C12M 3/00

88

Tissue, human, animal or plant cell, or virus culture apparatus

C12M 3/02

28

with means providing suspensions

C12M 3/04

25

with means providing thin layers

C12M 3/06

65

with filtration, ultrafiltration, inverse osmosis or dialysis means

C12N

107

MICRO-ORGANISMS OR ENZYMES; COMPOSITIONS THEREOF

C12N 1/21

24

C12N 5/00

524

C12N 5/02

228

C12N 5/06

3587

C12N 5/08

968

Human cells or tissues

C12N 5/10

158

Cells modified by introduction of foreign genetic material, e.g. virus-transformed cells

C12N 5/16

46

C12N 5/

5574

Bacteria modified by introduction of foreign genetic material
Undifferentiated human, animal or plant cells, e.g. cell lines; Tissues;
Cultivation or maintenance thereof; Culture media
Propagation of single cells or cells in suspension; Maintenance thereof; Culture
media therefor
Animal cells or tissues

Animal cells
TOTAL

C12N 7/00

44

C12N 7/04

33

Viruses, e.g. bacteriophages; Compositions thereof; Preparation or purification
thereof
Inactivation or attenuation; Producing viral sub-units

C12N 9/00

37

Enzymes, e.g. ligases; Proenzymes; Compositions thereof

C12N 9/02

40

Oxidoreductases

C12N 9/08

35

acting on hydrogen peroxide as acceptor

C12N 9/10

113

Transferases

C12N 9/12

149

transferring phosphorus containing groups, e.g. kinases

C12N 9/16

67

Hydrolases acting on ester bonds

C12N 9/22

45

Ribonucleases

C12N 9/38

30

Hydrolases acting on beta-galactose-glycoside bonds, e.g. beta-galactosidase

C12N 9/48

21

Hydrolases acting on peptide bonds, e.g. thromboplastin, leucine aminopeptidase

C12N 9/64

121

C12N 9/78
C12N 9/

21
799

Hydrolases derived from animal tissue, e.g. rennin
Hydrolases acting on carbon to nitrogen bonds other than peptide bonds
TOTAL

C12N 11/00

21

Carrier-bound or immobilised enzymes; Carrier-bound or immobilised
microbial cells; Preparation thereof

C12N 13/00

42

Treatment of micro-organisms or enzymes with electrical or wave energy, e.g.
magnetism, sonic waves

C12N 15/00

147

Mutation or genetic engineering; DNA or RNA concerning genetic engineering,
vectors, their isolation, preparation or purification

C12N 15/09

77

C12N 15/10

218

Recombinant DNA-technology
Processes for the isolation, preparation or purification of DNA or RNA
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C12N 15/11

204

C12N 15/12

91

DNA or RNA fragments; Modified forms thereof
Genes encoding animal proteins

C12N 15/62

66

C12N 15/63

175

C12N 15/67

41

DNA sequences coding for fusion proteins
Introduction of foreign genetic material using vectors; Vectors; Use of hosts therefor;
Regulation of expression
General methods for enhancing the expression

C12N 15/70

27

Vectors or expression systems specially adapted for E. coli

C12N 15/74

38

Vectors or expression systems specially adapted for prokaryotic hosts other than E.
coli, e.g. Lactobacillus, Micromonospora

C12N 15/82

113

C12N 15/85

1449

C12N 15/86

104

C12N 15/861

63

Adenoviral vectors

C12N 15/864

54

Parvoviral vectors

C12N 15/867

309

C12N 15/87

555

C12N 15/88

29

C12N 15/90
C12N 15/

204
4182

Vectors or expression systems specially adapted for plant cells
Vectors or expression systems specially adapted for animal cells
Viral vectors

Retroviral vectors
Introduction of foreign genetic material using processes not otherwise provided for,
e.g. co-transformation
using micro-encapsulation, e.g. using liposome vesicle
Stable introduction of foreign DNA into chromosome
TOTAL

C12P 19/00

24

Preparation of compounds containing saccharide radicals

C12P 19/34

22

Polynucleotides, e.g. nucleic acids, oligoribonucleotides

C12P 21/00

Preparation of peptides or proteins

C12P 21/02

25

having a known sequence of two or more amino acids

C12P 21/06

84

produced by the hydrolysis of a peptide bond, e.g. hydrolysate products

C12P 21/08

22

Monoclonal antibodies

C12Q 1/00

70

Measuring or testing processes involving enzymes or micro-organisms

C12Q 1/02

52

involving viable micro-organisms

C12Q 1/68

688

C12Q 1/70

35

C12Q 1/

965

involving nucleic acids
involving virus or bacteriophage
TOTAL
Investigating or analysing materials by specific methods not covered by
previous groups
Biological material, e.g. blood, urine

G01N 33/00

24

G01N 33/48

30

G01N 33/50

492

Chemical analysis of biological material, e.g. blood, urine; Testing involving
biospecific ligand binding methods; Immunological testing

G01N 33/53

123

Immunoassay; Biospecific binding assay

G01N 33/543

59

with an insoluble carrier for immobilising immunochemicals

G01N 33/567

82

utilising isolate of tissue or organ as binding agent

G01N 33/569

200

for micro-organisms, e.g. protozoa, bacteria, viruses

G01N 33/574

126

for cancer

G01N 33/68

236

involving proteins, peptides or amino acids

G01N 33/74

42

G01N 33/80

20

G01N 33/

G06F 19/00

1655

35

involving hormones
involving blood groups or blood types
TOTAL
Digital computing or data processing equipment or methods, specially adapted
for specific applications
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